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TITLE CARD
Long ago, in a galaxy far away...

FADE IN:

EXT. SPACE

A sea of stars.

BEGIN MAIN TITLES
   Star Wars

   Civil war rages throughout the galaxy. Rebel forces,
   striking from a hidden base, have won a major
   victory against the brutal galactic Empire.

   During the battle, Rebellion spies managed to steal
   the plans to the Empire's ultimate weapon, the
   Death Star, a giant space fortress with enough
   power to destroy entire planets.

   Relentlessly pursued by Imperial forces, General
   Leia Organa races for home aboard her starship,
   custodian of the stolen plans that can restore
   freedom to the galaxy and save her people...

The rocky world of Tatooine rises majestically. Blaster bolts 
rip through space as a flaming TIE Fighter tumbles into view 
and explodes violently.

A heavily armored Blockade Runner plows straight through the 
expanding cloud of debris, firing its Gatling blasters at 
attacking TIE Fighters as well as towards the rear. It 
recedes as larger blaster bolts scream after it.

Now the prow of a Star Destroyer heaves into view. The sheer 
size of the vessel dwarfs the tiny Blockade Runner as the 
massive ship unleashes salvo upon salvo at its target.

A strike to the Runner's main antenna DISINTEGRATES the dish.

INT. BLOCKADE RUNNER - MAIN CORRIDOR

The hallway is wide enough to drive a car through and has 
plenty of good cover. Rebel SOLDIERS, wearing tight-fitting 
body armor, run towards a junction carrying large boxes. The 
entire ship rocks as it is hit. The soldiers heap the boxes 
on top of each other, forming a barricade near the main 
airlock. Behind the boxes is General LEIA ORGANA, in her 
twenties, a beautiful face framed by severe raven hair, a 
calm rock amidst the mayhem surrounding her.

She is kneeling in front of a droid, ARTOO, a beach-ball-
sized floating Swiss Army knife. 



His single large 'eye' bathes Leia in a faint glow as she 
inserts a memcard into a slot in his chassis.

LEIA
-- please, help me. You're my only 
hope.

The glow dissipates and Artoo beeps and whistles. Leia stops 
two GUARDS.

LEIA
Protect this droid at any cost.

Artoo beeps urgently and heads down the hall followed closely 
by his Guards.

Leia's aide, ELANDRA, rushes up to her holding a communicator 
just as a muffled explosion shakes the ship. Lights flicker.

EXT. SPACE - BLOCKADE RUNNER

One of the main engines tears away from the vessel.

A moment later a second engine is hit and EXPLODES!

The remaining engines start to fail and...

... the ship lists, trailing debris.

INT. BLOCKADE RUNNER - MAIN CORRIDOR

The lights go out, replaced by emergency strobes. Leia 
listens intently to the communicator. She turns to Elandra.

LEIA
The engines and guns are gone. 
We're done for.

ELANDRA
You need to get to the bridge. 
We'll hold them off as long --

LEIA
No! I'll make my stand here, with 
everyone else.

A series of sharp clanging SOUNDS. Everyone freezes.

LEIA
They've got us.

All the soldiers draw weapons and start taking cover.
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EXT. SPACE - STAR DESTROYER

The Star Destroyer hangs directly above the Blockade Runner, 
massive grappling cables haul the helpless vessel into a huge 
docking bay as TIE Fighters roar past.

INT. BLOCKADE RUNNER - SIDE CORRIDOR

Artoo leads his Guards down the corridor at a jogging pace.

INT. BLOCKADE RUNNER - ESCAPE PODS

The bay is a long room with a half-dozen identical escape pod 
hatches, all open. THREEPIO, a humanoid droid who's past his 
sell-by date and knows it, enters the room. He starts 
uncoupling a large fire-extinguisher from its wall bracket.

INT. BLOCKADE RUNNER - MAIN CORRIDOR

Leia and her troops prepare for an onslaught. The SOUND of 
the ship docking is unnerving. A long silent pause, then...

... THE MAIN AIRLOCK EXPLODES...

... revealing a black void beyond.

A Lightsaber IGNITES in the darkness and Rebels open fire.

DARTH VADER strides forward, seven feet of armor clad, black 
masked nightmare. Every Rebel blaster bolt is...

... DEFLECTED...

... by his lightning fast Saber blade. He reaches the first 
of the defenders and...

... CUTS HIM DOWN!

Behind him, STORMTROOPERS, wearing bulky assault armor, begin 
pouring through the airlock, firing at the defenders.

Vader is unstoppable, his Saber leaving nothing but carnage 
in its wake as he brings down a second Rebel.

INT. BLOCKADE RUNNER - ESCAPE PODS

As Artoo and his Guards enter, they nearly run over Threepio, 
who is burdened by the fire-extinguisher he is carrying. 
Artoo beeps shrilly.

THREEPIO
(irate)

It's not my fault that --
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The corridor behind them EXPLODES...

...instantly killing Artoo's Guards and throwing both droids 
backwards. They tumbling through an open escape pod door.

INT. BLOCKADE RUNNER - MAIN CORRIDOR

Leia takes aim and fires at Vader...

... but his Lightsaber deflects the shot, sending it straight 
into one of the nearby defenders.

Leia, Elandra, and Leia's BODYGUARDS retreat.

INT. ESCAPE POD

Except for the droids, the pod is unoccupied. Artoo beeps 
excitedly as he inserts a probe-arm into a console. Threepio 
lies under the fire-extinguisher. The pod's door slides shut.

THREEPIO
(alarmed)

What are you doing? You can't do 
that! It's restricted --

The pod lurches violently.

EXT. SPACE - STARSHIPS

A dozen escape pods leap outward from the Blockade Runner's 
belly. One strikes a passing TIE Fighter...

... SHATTERING the escape pod and the ship.

Blasters from the Destroyer fire at the pods, but the little 
escape vehicles are quickly speeding out of range.

INT. BLOCKADE RUNNER - MAIN CORRIDOR

Vader cuts down three Rebel soldiers with...

... A SINGLE SWING and...

... continues forward at a measured pace.

Only Leia, Elandra, and her bodyguards are left, and there's 
nowhere to run. They fire, but it's futile.

Vader closes in, easily deflecting the shots. He raises his 
hand and uses the Force to...

... THROW Leia and her companions into the wall!
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Vader strides up to the dazed Rebels.

Leia puts her gun to her head, but Vader uses the Force to...

... RIP the weapon from her hand.

VADER
There will be no escape for you 
this time.

Leia glares at him but says nothing. Vader motions to his 
Stormtroopers.

VADER
Confine them.

TROOPER
Yes, Lord Vader.

Troopers grab Leia and her companions roughly, dragging them 
off. Vader turns to the remaining Stormtroopers.

VADER
Search the ship. Find those plans!

INT. ESCAPE POD

Artoo is controlling the pod.

THREEPIO
They'll deactivate us. Or send us 
to Kessel... Or worse.

Artoo whistles a warning.

THREEPIO
What do you mean 'bumpy ride'?

The pod lurches and begins to shake violently. The view port 
begins to glow with reentry plasma. Artoo beeps excitedly.

EXT. SPACE - ESCAPE POD

Re-entry fire engulfs the pod as it screams towards Tatooine.

INT. ESCAPE POD

Plasma fire licks at the viewport. Artoo beeps urgently.

THREEPIO
(alarmed)

But I don't want to explode!
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Artoo beeps with resignation as Threepio waves his hands in 
terror, and accidently sets off the...

... FIRE-EXTINGUISHER. Threepio shrieks, engulfed in smoke.

EXT. SPACE - ESCAPE POD

The pod drops towards the planet below.

INT. BLOCKADE RUNNER - CONFERENCE ROOM

Leia sits in front of Vader, held down in a chair by two 
Stormtroopers, hands cuffed. A Trooper enters, pushing 
Elandra in front of him, but Vader's gaze is fixed on Leia.

VADER
What have you done with the plans?

Defiance gleams in Leia's eyes and she remains silent.

ELANDRA
Don't --

Without a glance, Vader makes a twisting motion with his hand 
and Elandra begins to choke, clawing at her throat.

VADER
I will not ask again.

Elandra collapses to the floor, desperate for breath.

LEIA
Monster...

Vader closes his fist. Elandra spasms as her neck SNAPS.

A Trooper rushes into the room.

TROOPER
Lord Vader, the entire crew has 
been accounted for. There is no 
trace of the plans on board, but 
the ship's escape pods all launched 
during the battle.

VADER
Send a detachment to recover the 
pods. The plans must be hidden in 
one of them.

TROOPER
Yes, Lord Vader.
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The Trooper dashes off.

VADER
Now that we know where the plans 
are, General, we shall discuss the 
location of the Rebel base.

A Trooper pushes one of Leia's Bodyguards into the room.

WIPE TO:

EXT. TATOOINE - DAY

The escape pod has crashed on a rocky plateau. Artoo floats 
out of the pod's hatch while Threepio struggles to follow.

THREEPIO
You don't even know what planet we 
are on?

Artoo replies negatively.

THREEPIO
I'm not surprised.

Artoo beeps urgently.

THREEPIO
Secret mission? Plans? Are you 
short circuiting?

Artoo spins and starts heading for a distant mountain ridge. 
Then he pauses and turns to Threepio, whistling querulously.

THREEPIO
No! I am not coming with you. I am 
staying right here until someone 
comes to rescue me.

Artoo beeps resolutely.

THREEPIO
I don't like adventures, and I 
would never go on one with a 
malfunctioning scrap heap like you!

Artoo beeps in resignation.

THREEPIO
Go away. I don't want anything to 
do with you.
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Threepio gives Artoo a sharp kick. Artoo leaves.

WIPE TO:

EXT. SPACE

A Star Destroyer heads away from Tatooine.

INT. STAR DESTROYER - BRIDGE

A dozen IMPERIAL OFFICERS move at a sedate pace, going about 
their business on the massive bridge.

Vader strides through the entrance, followed by the CAPTAIN.

VADER
Every compartment was scanned?

CAPTAIN
Yes. Nothing was found. What do you 
want done with the ship?

VADER
Vaporize it.

CAPTAIN
And the prisoner?

VADER
She will remain in isolation.

CAPTAIN
Yes, Lord Vader.

The Captain retreats. Vader reaches the front of the bridge 
and stands, hands on hips, master of all he surveys.

WIPE TO:

INT. ESCAPE POD - DAY

Threepio sits alone inside the pod. A low, rumbling SOUND 
begins to grow. He glances about nervously.

THREEPIO
I shouldn't have let him go. 
They'll think it was all my fault.

The pod begins to tremble.

THREEPIO
What's that? An earthquake?
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The trembling becomes rougher and Threepio lurches.

THREEPIO
(worried)

This can't be happening...

Suddenly everything stops. Silence. Threepio is still 
alarmed, and when there are a series of...

... CLANGS on the hatchway door ...

... he jumps in fright. Then fear turns to elation.

THREEPIO
I'm being rescued!

He presses a button the pod door open with a HISS, unseen. 
Threepio turns and...

... takes a SHOCKED step back. Alien VOICES chatter.

THREEPIO
What --

A blast of energy from an unseen source envelopes him. He 
slumps, deactivated.

WIPE TO:

EXT. TATOOINE - NIGHT

On the rocky plane, Artoo floats towards distant mountains. A 
high pitched WHINE rises from behind. He turns as...

... two speeder bikes nearly RUN HIM DOWN!

The bikes looks like they escaped from a junk yard after 
being run through a recycler. They slide to a halt, blocking 
Artoo's path. The drivers, JAWAS, are spindly three-foot-tall 
aliens, wearing loose robes and bandoliers sporting an 
assortment of tools. One Jawa aims his gun at Artoo...

... who accelerates away at high speed.

The Jawas power up their bikes and pursue, easily cutting off 
Artoo. They chitter with unmistakable laughter as they circle 
the droid. Threepio heard the same before he got zapped.

One of the Jawas gives the little droid a kick that sends him 
towards the other Jawa. Artoo beeps angrily, extending a 
cattle-prod that snaps with electricity.

Artoo zaps the nearest Jawa, eliciting an angry howl.
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The other Jawa screeches and fires his gun. The crackling 
energy sends Artoo falling to the rocky ground, inert. The 
Jawas yowl in victory.

WIPE TO:

EXT. TATOOINE - NIGHT

The Jawa bikes race towards an enormous treaded vehicle, a 
Land Crawler. It's immense, a rolling shantytown. Jawas climb 
across its surface, leaping nimbly between platforms.

Artoo, strapped to one of the bikes, remains inactive. Both 
bikes head straight for the Crawler's main hanger.

INT. LAND CRAWLER - NIGHT

The hanger is enormous, and while there are a number of small 
vehicles, most of it is given over to half-organized piles of 
recycled parts and scrap metal. It's an indoor junk yard.

A Jawa lifts Artoo from the rear of the bike, then rolls him 
to another Jawa a short distance away. Sparks flash as this 
Jawa attaches a Restraining Bolt to Artoo. A moment later, 
Artoo sputters to life and rises from the floor. He glances 
about, then tries to make a run for the exit.

One of the Jawas whips out a Leash, a foot-long rod with 
several buttons, and points it at Artoo. The Leash HUMS.

Artoo shuts down, rolling to a stop amidst Jawa laughter.

A second application of the Leash restores Artoo, and the 
Leash holder chitters angrily, pointing to the rear of the 
hanger. Artoo whistles in defeat and goes where he's told.

At the back of the hanger, a dozen droids in varying states 
of repair are lined up along the wall. Threepio is among them 
and Artoo beeps with relief as he drifts alongside.

THREEPIO
Well I'm not happy to see you. This 
is all your fault.

Artoo whistles. Tapping his own Restraining Bolt, Threepio 
replies sullenly.

THREEPIO
I had to tell them about you. They 
didn't give me any choice.
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Threepio turns away. Suddenly there is a ROAR from the Land 
Crawler's engines. The hanger vibrates and shudders. Threepio 
turns back towards Artoo, who beeps nervously.

EXT. TATOOINE - NIGHT

The Land Crawler lumbers away into the darkness, remarkably 
fast for its size.

WIPE TO:

EXT. TATOOINE - DAY

A team of Stormtroopers paw through the remains of Artoo's 
escape pod, which has been stripped nearly bare. A Trooper, 
holding a heavy box, speaks with his commander.

TROOPER
This locator was the only thing 
left. The pod's been stripped 
completely. Probably Jawas.

COMMANDER
But you're certain there was a 
droid?

TROOPER
Yes sir.

WIPE TO:

EXT. ANCHORHEAD - DAY

It's a small town, barely more than an outpost, but a large 
number of people are heading down the main street towards a 
clearing. Dozens of vendor stalls have been erected. At the 
far end, the Jawa Land Crawler is coming to a stop.

A Land Speeder moves slowly through the crowd. In the 
driver's set is LUKE SKYWALKER, in his twenties, ruggedly 
handsome, strong from years of the farm work he loathes.

The Speeder's passengers are BERU LARS, fifties, tougher than 
the nails she built her home with, and her husband OWEN, a 
man who's credo is 'work now, ask questions never'. The 
Speeder itself is little more than a high-tech, wide-body 
pickup truck, and this one's been used hard.

BERU
I don't care what type, as long as 
it speaks Bocce.
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OWEN
This time of year there won't be 
much to choose from, Luke.

LUKE
They'll have what you need, Owen.

The Speeder continues forward as the Crawler lowers a huge 
ramp leading into its hanger.

INT. LAND CRAWLER - DAY

The hanger is bustling with activity as locals pick through 
the junk piles looking for things they need.

Artoo, Threepio, and six other droids have been lined up near 
the entrance. Luke and Owen finish walking the line and stop 
at Artoo. Several Jawas chitter excitedly, making showroom 
gestures towards the droid.

LUKE
(to Jawa)

All right, if you'll guarantee it.

Threepio shuffles over, trying to avoid notice.

THREEPIO
I wouldn't buy that droid if I were 
you, sir. I've worked with him 
before. He's defective.

One of the Jawas becomes enraged and pushes Threepio back 
into line. Meanwhile, Artoo beeps at Luke. Luke chuckles at 
Artoo's comment, but it angers Threepio.

THREEPIO
Miserable tin plated contraption.

Luke indicates Artoo to Owen.

LUKE
This one looks all right.

Owen haggles with the Jawas.

To Threepio's distress, Luke ignores him in favor of a 
bulkier droid, KAYTWO, further down the like. The Jawas 
continue to hard-sell their products.

LUKE
(to Jawa)

Does it have a class three 
translator?
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The Jawa nods energetically. Luke addresses Kaytwo.

LUKE
Have you worked with Vaporators?

KAYTWO
Yes, sir.

LUKE
(to Owen)

This one looks good, too.

A Jawa ushers Artoo towards Owen. Kaytwo starts moving, but 
only manages three steps before toppling forward stiffly. A 
dozen coils burst from Kaytwo's back, steaming hotly.

LUKE
Owen! Forget it. The thermals are 
blown on this one.

OWEN
(to Jawas)

What kind of junk are you trying to 
push on me?

From down the line, Threepio waves for Luke's attention.

THREEPIO
Sir, I heard you asking about 
Vaporators. I've experience 
interfacing with loaders in binary, 
and I'm certain they are similar to 
Vaporators.

LUKE
I don't suppose you speak Bocce?

THREEPIO
Yes, sir. I am equipped with a 
class four translation matrix.

LUKE
(excited)

Hey Owen! This one's a class four.

OWEN
(to Jawa)

All right, I'll take both of them.

Threepio follows Luke as Owen continues to haggle.
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THREEPIO
You won't regret this, sir.

WIPE TO:

EXT. LARS FARMSTEAD - DAY

The farmstead is a fort-like compound with a single large 
gateway. Within its walls are buildings and farm vehicles, 
including an enormous combine harvester. Beyond the 
farmstead, acres of crops are fed by towering Vaporators. The 
actual house is more fortified bunker than cozy abode, and 
there's a large garage where Luke's Speeder is parked. Within 
the garage, Luke is working on Artoo and Threepio.

INT. GARAGE - DAY

Luke throws a greasy rag onto the floor, frustrated.

LUKE
Any other issues you need to tell 
me about?

THREEPIO
(chastened)

No, sir.

LUKE
Great. I suppose Artoo is as messed 
up as you are.

Artoo beeps resolutely.

LUKE
(resigned)

Sure. What's a little carbon 
scoring between friends?

THREEPIO
With what I've been through, it's 
lucky I'm not a total wreck, sir.

LUKE
Who says you aren't? You're nearly 
ready to fall apart, just like 
everything else on this planet.

THREEPIO
Actually, sir, I don't even know 
what planet I'm on.
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LUKE
The name's Luke. Stop calling me 
sir. The planet you're on is the 
one furthest from the bright center 
of the universe.

THREEPIO
I beg your pardon?

LUKE
Look, you're on Tatooine. Welcome 
to the armpit of the galaxy. The 
only people who live here are the 
ones who can't leave. And it seems 
I'm destined to be one of them.

THREEPIO
Oh.

LUKE
You're supposed to be my ticket off 
this rock. Run the Vaporators, keep 
the harvester going, take over when 
I enroll.

Artoo beeps quizzically as Luke uses a wrench on Threepio.

LUKE
(to Artoo)

The Imperial academy, but I can't 
go unless I fix you up.

THREEPIO
If it's any consolation, I'd be in 
much better condition if it wasn't 
for the Rebellion.

Luke pauses, focusing intently on Threepio.

LUKE
What do you know about the 
Rebellion?

THREEPIO
Very little I'm afraid. Only that 
my last master was the captain of a 
Rebellion ship, and there was a 
battle. That's how we came to be 
here, more or less. There's nothing 
more I can really add.
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Artoo beeps agreement. Luke sighs, disappointed. He kneels 
and begins digging at a blackened patch on Artoo's plating, 
his frustration apparent. Suddenly there's a...

... FLASH, and Luke is knocked back by the discharge.

Artoo's eye glows and a ghostly image appears in front of 
him. It's a hologram of Leia in the Blockade Runner.

LEIA
-- help me. You're my only hope.

As Leia rises out of Artoo's field of vision, the hologram 
stutters and resets. The recording repeats, over and over.

Luke stares at the hologram, baffled.

LUKE
Who... Who is she?

Artoo beep cautiously.

THREEPIO
Not that nonsense again! There is 
no Obi Wan Kenobie. It's old data.

LUKE
Kenobie? Ben Kenobie?

THREEPIO
(confused)

Pardon, Sir?

Artoo beeps urgently.

LUKE
No, I don't know anyone named Obi 
Wan, but old Ben lives out near 
raider ridge. Can you play back the 
entire message?

Artoo beeps, suggesting a possibility.

THREEPIO
Luke is your master now. Stop this 
nonsense.

LUKE
(to Artoo)

I suppose the restraining bolt 
could be shorting your recording 
subsystem. Do you promise not to 
run away if I take it off?
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Artoo beeps sincerely.

LUKE
All right...

Luke uses a tool to pop the Restraining Bolt off Artoo. There 
is a brief crack and then Leia's hologram vanishes.

LUKE
What happened? Where did she go? 
Play back the message!

Artoo beeps in confusion.

THREEPIO
What message? The one you've got 
stored in you malfunctioning 
innards you worthless scrap pile.

Artoo beeps ignorance. Now Beru yells from some distance.

BERU (O.S.)
Luke? Luke! Supper's ready.

LUKE
(to himself)

Not now...

BERU (O.S.)
Luke!

LUKE
(yelling)

I'll be there in a minute, Beru.
(to Threepio)

Don't let him out of your sight.

Luke exits.

INT. HOMESTEAD - DAY

Owen ladles sauce over a platter of unappetizing food, then 
carries it to the kitchen table. Luke arrives, distracted.

BERU
How are the droids?

LUKE
Fine... They're fine.

Beru splashes an lots of seasoning on her food before 
responding further. Owen grimaces at the excess.
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BERU
Doesn't sound like it.

LUKE
It's nothing.

BERU
Spit it out, Luke. What's wrong 
with them?

OWEN
Beru --

BERU
Just tell me you haven't wasted our 
savings!

LUKE
(hesitant)

It's the Artoo. He says he belongs 
to someone named Obi Wan Kenobie. 
Might be a relative of old Ben ---

BERU
(angry)

Stay away from that crazy old man! 
He's nothing but trouble.

OWEN
(to Beru)

Hush.
(to Luke)

Obi Wan's dead. Died years ago. He 
may never even have existed.

LUKE
But the droids --

OWEN
They're ours now. You take them 
into Anchorhead first thing 
tomorrow and have their memories 
wiped. Put an end to this.

LUKE
But... It'll take months to 
reprogram them. I'll be stuck here 
for another season.

OWEN
Nothing to be done about that.

Luke pushes himself away from the family table in fury.
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LUKE
We had a deal. You promised that if 
the droids worked out I could apply 
to the academy this year.

BERU
Things haven't worked out.

LUKE
Not for me, at any rate.

He storms away. Beru starts to rise, incensed. Owen reaches 
out and places his hand on her arm, stopping her.

BERU
That boy is rash, impulsive ---

OWEN
(gently)

Just like his father.

Beru relents.

OWEN
He can't stay here forever. We've 
done our part. We have to let him 
go eventually.

Beru glances in the direction that Luke took, saddened. 

EXT. LARS FARMSTEAD - SUNSET

Luke exits the main household angry, striding across the 
compound. The sight of Tatooine's sunset stops him. He stares 
at the sky, but his shoulders slump as anger fades to need, 
then despair. A moment passes, and then he heads slowly 
towards the garage, sulking.

INT. GARAGE - SUNSET

Luke enters and looks about in confusion. The lights are off. 
There no sign of Artoo or Threepio. Luke pulls a Leash out 
and pushes a button. It HUMS.

Threepio stumbles out of the array of hanging machine parts 
that had been concealing him. He's frantic.

THREEPIO
I told him not to go, tried to stop 
him, but he's malfunctioning. He 
kept going on about his mission.
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LUKE
Oh no... No. No. No!

Luke grabs a pair of binoculars and runs out of the garage, 
followed by Threepio.

EXT. LARS FARMSTEAD - SUNSET

Luke dashes across the compound and out the gate. He raises 
the binoculars and...

... sees nothing but rocky landscape.

Threepio catches up to him.

THREEPIO
Are you going after him?

LUKE
He's nowhere in sight, and it's too 
close to sundown. The Sandmen will 
be coming out soon.

From a distance, Owen's voice.

OWEN (O.S.)
Luke! Get inside. I'm turning the 
gate on.

LUKE
(yelling)

Give me a minute!
(to Threepio)

That droid is ruining my life.

THREEPIO
He's good at that.

LUKE
Just my luck.

They make their way back into the compound. The open gate 
alights as a shimmering energy barrier forms, sealing it.

FADE OUT AND 
WIPE TO:

INT. HOMESTEAD - DAY

Beru cooking breakfast. Owen enters, concerned.

OWEN
Have you seen Luke?
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BERU
He left early with the droids.

OWEN
At least that's taken care of.

EXT. TATOOINE - DAY

Luke's Speeder heads towards a rocky mountain ridge - the 
same one Artoo has been trying to reach since arriving.

INT. LAND SPEEDER - DAY

Luke drives. Threepio sits. The speeder's scanner BEEPS.

LUKE
There he is.

EXT. TATOOINE - DAY

The Speeder zooms into the distance.

EXT. TATOOINE - RAIDER RIDGE - DAY

Artoo floats up the rocky incline. It's eerie even in the 
bright sunlight. To one side, the ridge-face is pocked with 
crevices and nooks. To the other is a steep drop.

Above Artoo, a shadowy figure flits across the rocks, barely 
visible. A pebble comes loose and...

... STRIKES the ground near Artoo.

The droid pauses, turning to look in the direction the debris 
came from and...

... A RAIDER LEAPS from above, landing in front of Artoo.

The creature is swathed in filthy rags, makeshift goggles 
cover its eyes. In one insect-like claw it clutches a club, a 
GAFFE STICK. The Raider screeches as it advances.

Artoo backs away, but a second Raider drops behind him. 
There's nowhere to go. The creatures close in as...

... Luke's Speeder ROARS into sight.

The Speeder skids to a halt. Luke grabs a cumbersome rifle 
and fires into the air. The shot is INCREDIBLY LOUD.

The Raiders freeze. Luke levels his gun at them and...

... A THIRD RAIDER drops onto the Speeder.
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The Raider rips the rifle from Luke's grasp. The butt slams 
into Threepio and he's...

... FLUNG out of the vehicle in a shower of sparks.

Luke struggles with the Raider, but the creature has a much 
greater reach and skitters back.

The other Raiders race towards the Speeder, forgetting Artoo 
entirely. The droid retreats, hiding in a rocky nook.

Luke doesn't realize the other Raiders are closing in until 
it's too late. He's yanked out of the Speeder and his...

... head SMACKS into the ground, knocking him out.

The Raiders screech in victory and then turn their attention 
to the contents of the vehicle, pulling out anything that 
isn't bolted down.

Artoo watches from his hiding place. Out of nowhere comes OBI 
WAN KENOBIE, fifties, out of shape, and charitably described 
as unkempt when he's sober. He walks casually towards the 
Speeder, glancing briefly at Artoo without pausing.

The Raiders are too busy looting the Speeder to notice his 
approach or the familiar device he draws from his robe.

Kenobie's Lightsaber crackles to life.

He lets out an insane SCREAM and brandishes the Saber.

The Raiders freeze, take one look at Kenobie, and...

... FLEE IN TERROR.

Kenobie watches them go, smiling. He shuts off the Saber as 
he rushes to check Luke. Then he looks straight at Artoo.

KENOBIE
You can come out now.

Artoo floats over cautiously. Luke is insensible, but he's 
conscious. Kenobie helps him to his feet. Luke's head clears.

LUKE
Ben? Ben Kenobie?

KENOBIE
The ridge is a dangerous place, and 
you know you should avoid it. So, 
young Skywalker, why are you here?
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Artoo floats up beside them.

LUKE
Because of him. He ran off last 
night. Says he's the property of 
someone named Obi Wan Kenobie.

KENOBIE
Really? That's a name I haven't 
heard in a long time. Obi Wan.

LUKE
You're related?

KENOBIE
You could say that.

LUKE
We tracked... Oh no!

Luke stumbles away from Kenobie, moving around the other side 
of the Speeder. Threepio is lying on the ground, tiny sizzles 
of energy sparking from a damaged shoulder.

LUKE (CONT'D)
Threepio!

THREEPIO
I can't move. I'm ruined!

Kenobie helps Luke lift Threepio into a sitting position. 
Artoo beeps with annoyance. Luke inspects the damage.

LUKE
He's right. You'll be fine.

KENOBIE
We need to go. Raiders scare 
easily, but they'll be back, and 
there will be a lot more of them.

They haul Threepio to his feet.

WIPE TO:

EXT. KENOBIE'S CAVE - DAY

Kenobie's home is set into the mountainside, an impenetrable 
vault that shouts 'abandon all hope' rather than 'welcome'.
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INT. KENOBIE'S CAVE - DAY

Artoo is finishing work on Threepio's damaged shoulder. 
Kenobie sips from a small flask as he and Luke talk.

KENOBIE
-- I haven't gone by the name Obi 
Wan for decades.

LUKE
(resigned)

Then Artoo does belong to you.

KENOBIE
I've known plenty of droids over 
the years, but I never owned one. 
So no, he's not mine. Strange.

Artoo beeps politely and floats over towards Kenobie. 
Threepio bends his arm stiffly.

THREEPIO
If you don't mind, I'll shut down 
while this sets.

LUKE
Go ahead.

Artoo stops and a panel snaps open.

LUKE
I saw part of a message --

A beam of light flashes across Kenobie's face, and a second 
later Artoo's eye glows brightly. The hologram of Leia forms, 
brightening the whole room with its glow.

KENOBIE
Interesting...

LEIA
General Kenobie, I am Leia Organa. 
You fought alongside my father in 
the clone wars. Now, you're the 
only one I can turn to. My ship is 
under attack by Imperial forces.

Luke leans forward, staring at Leia intensely.

LEIA
I've stored information vital to 
the Rebellion in this droid. 
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My father can retrieve it, but you 
must get it safely to him on 
Alderaan. My mission has failed. 
Obi Wan Kenobie, please, help me, 
you're my only hope.

The hologram fades. Luke is confused.

LUKE
Who is she? She's... I feel like I 
know her.

KENOBIE
A favored daughter in the house of 
Alderaan, and a skilled warrior 
judging by her uniform.

(to himself)
General... You came a long way, 
young one.

LUKE
She's part of the Rebellion?

Kenobie nods.

KENOBIE
Artoo must have belonged to her.

Artoo beeps with concern. Kenobie pats him reassuringly.

KENOBIE
Yes, I will.

LUKE
You're going. And you're taking 
Artoo.

KENOBIE
(resigned)

I haven't got a choice.

LUKE
Then take me with you.

KENOBIE
That's out of the question. Too 
dangerous.

LUKE
I can handle it.

KENOBIE
You have responsibilities here.
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LUKE
But that's why Owen bought the 
droids. So he'd have enough help 
when I applied to the academy.

KENOBIE
(suspicious)

The academy? The Imperial academy?

LUKE
I... It's not that I like the 
Empire. I don't. I hate it. But... 
it was the only way off this rock. 
Until now.

Kenobie hesitates, then opens a chest and digs through the 
contents. He finally extracts a Lightsaber, different from 
his own. He tosses it to Luke.

LUKE
What's this?

KENOBIE
It was your father's Lightsaber.

Luke examines it cautiously. He grips it tentatively and 
powers it up. The blade is excruciatingly bright.

KENOBIE
The weapon of a Jedi Knight; from 
an age that was civilized, before 
the Empire.

Luke switches off the Saber.

LUKE
You knew my father?

KENOBIE
I fought with him during the wars. 
He was one of the most cunning Jedi 
ever, and a good friend.

LUKE
My step-father told me he was a 
freighter pilot...

KENOBIE
I lie I didn't agree with. Owen and 
Beru didn't want you to follow your 
father's path, but I know Anakin 
would never have willingly served 
the Empire. No Jedi could.
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LUKE
You keep mentioning Jedi...

Kenobie sips from his flask, sighing - kids these days.

KENOBIE
For millennia, the Jedi were the 
guardians of peace and justice in 
the Republic. Then the Empire rose 
from the ashes of the clone wars.

LUKE
What happened?

KENOBIE
A young Jedi, my Padawan Learner, 
was corrupted by the Emperor. Darth 
Vader hunted the Jedi, exterminated 
them. Now only a few are left, if 
any. His betrayal murdered your 
father. He'd been seduced, you see, 
by the dark side of the Force.

LUKE
The Force?

KENOBIE
Ah. Yes. The Force is what gives a 
Jedi power. It's an energy field 
sustained by all living things. It 
binds us, guides us, and holds the 
universe in balance. It's strong in 
you, as it was in your father.

LUKE
Then I should come with you.

KENOBIE
No. You're not a warrior, Luke.

LUKE
But I could be. With your help --

KENOBIE
With time, patience, and proper 
training, yes. But those are 
luxuries I can't provide.

LUKE
It's not fair.

Luke slumps in defeat.
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KENOBIE
Life usually isn't. I didn't plan 
on ever leaving this world. Now, I 
have to, and I doubt I'll be back.

LUKE
At least let me take you to 
Anchorhead. I need time to figure 
out how I'm going to explain this 
to Owen and Beru.

KENOBIE
They'll understand.

WIPE TO:

EXT. SPACE - DEATH STAR

A Star Destroyer approaches a gigantic battle station, the 
Death Star. The enormous structure is built around a central 
cannon that could easily swallow an entire fleet of starships 
in its maw. Huge arms radiate away from a giant spherical 
power core, each sprouting a multitude of skyscraper-sized 
platforms and machinery. It is a doomsday machine.

INT. DEATH STAR - CONFERENCE ROOM

A dozen Imperial ADMIRALS are seated around a long table. 
TOSH, the Death Star's Captain, and MATI, an Admiral, argue.

MATI
Until your defenses are fully 
operational you are vulnerable. The 
Rebels are far more dangerous than 
you're willing to admit.

TOSH
Dangerous to your fleet, Admiral. 
Not to my battle station.

MATI
A strike against this station is 
exactly what the Rebellion needs to 
sway members of the senate --

Heads turn as Vader strides into the room. He walks to the 
head of the table, but takes a place to the rear of the seat 
rather than sitting.
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VADER
The senate is no longer a concern. 
The Emperor has dissolved the 
council. The last remnant of the 
old Republic has been swept away.

MATI
That's madness. How will the 
Emperor maintain control without a 
bureaucracy?

At the head of the table, a hologram forms. The EMPEROR. He's 
cloaked, his face completely hidden within a deep hood. His 
voice is guttural, frighteningly intense.

EMPEROR
Fear. Fear of the Death Star will 
keep regional governors under my 
control.

Mati argues with the Emperor, eliciting looks of trepidation 
from others around the table.

MATI
What about the Rebels? They may 
have obtained a complete readout of 
this station's defenses. If so, 
they'll find its weaknesses, and 
exploit them.

VADER
The plans you are referring to will 
soon be back in our hands.

MATI
Your failure to contain that 
situation is proof of the danger we 
face --

Vader twists his hand. Mati gags.

VADER
Your lack of confidence disturbs 
me, Admiral.

Vader twists more. Mati's eyes bulge. He clutches his throat 
desperately. The rest of the Admirals watch in shock. The 
Emperor appears pleased. SNAP! Mati spasms and pitches 
forward, face-first onto the table, dead.

EMPEROR
There will be no further dissent.
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TOSH
Any attack would be futile. This 
station is now the most powerful 
weapon in the universe.

EMPEROR
You will be given the opportunity 
to prove that soon enough.

WIPE TO:

EXT. TATOOINE - DAY

Luke's Speeder is parked at the edge of what remains of the 
Jawa Land Crawler. The burning upper sections bellow smoke 
visible for miles. Dead Jawas litter the ground and hang from 
the lower sections of the wreck. Kenobie observes while Luke 
pulls a Gaffe Stick from underneath a body.

LUKE
Gaffe Stick, and Bantha tracks over 
there. Raiders must have done this. 
But they've never hit anything this 
big as far as I know.

KENOBIE
They didn't. We're just supposed to 
think they did. The damage is too 
extensive. Only military weapons 
can do this. Imperial weapons.

LUKE
These are the same Jawas we bought 
Artoo and Threepio from. Why would 
Stormtroopers slaughter them?

Kenobie's eyes fall on the droids.

KENOBIE
If they traced the droids to the 
Jawas, they know who bought them.

Luke's eyes widen in realization. He and Kenobie leap into 
the Speeder.

WIPE TO:

EXT. LARS FARMSTEAD - DAY

The Speeder races towards the farm, but it's already too 
late. The fields are burning. The outer wall has mostly 
collapsed, and fiery smoke billows from the house and garage.
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Exiting the Speeder, Luke runs towards the inferno.

LUKE
Owen! Beru!

Kenobie follows at a distance. He can see there's no hope.

Luke is brought to a halt by the heat, but its close enough 
that he can just make out the charred bodies of Owen and 
Beru. He collapses to his knees.

Kenobie comes up behind him, grasps his shoulder, pulling him 
away from the conflagration.

LUKE
I should have been here.

KENOBIE
They'd just have killed you, too. 
And they'd have the droids.

LUKE
Everything I had is gone. Where 
will I go?

KENOBIE
You can't stay on Tatooine. It's 
too dangerous. It seems you're 
coming with me to Alderaan.

Kenobie draws Luke towards the Speeder.

WIPE TO:

EXT. SPACE

A squadron of TIE Fighters patrol space near the Death Star.

INT. DEATH STAR - DETENTION BLOCK

The detention block consists of a large foyer and a lengthy 
attached corridor. Vader leads the way. Behind him, 
Stormtroopers push Leia along. She's heavily restrained, but 
still defiant. They reach the end of the corridor, which 
terminates at an armored door.

VADER
And now, General, it's time to 
continue our discussion.
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The door HISSES open. The chamber beyond contains a central 
pedestal, atop which is a frightening human immobilization 
rig. Hanging above it are a dozen robotic arms equipped with 
terrifying implements.

Leia gasps. For the first time, her fear becomes visible.

The Stormtroopers push her forward and robotic arms reach out 
to embrace her. Vader steps through the door and it slides 
shut, cutting off Leia's SCREAM.

WIPE TO:

EXT. TATOOINE - DAY

Luke's Speeder races across the wasteland, heading towards 
Mos Eisley space port.

INT. SPEEDER - DAY

Luke is driving.

LUKE
Why Mos Eisley? The only pilots 
we'll find there are mercenaries, 
thieves, and smugglers.

KENOBIE
Which is exactly the point. It's 
the one place we can hire a ship 
discreetly, leave Tatooine without 
a trace for the Empire to follow.

Luke peers ahead, spotting a road block manned by a dozen 
Stormtroopers. Luke turns worriedly to Kenobie.

KENOBIE
Stay calm. Say nothing. Let me 
handle this.

EXT. TATOOINE - MOS EISLEY ROADBLOCK - DAY

A barricade has been erected across the entrance to the space 
port. Luke pulls up and a Trooper approaches.

TROOPER
How long have you had those droids.

KENOBIE
Oh, about four seasons. Might be 
five. I'm on my way to sell them, 
in case you're interested.
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TROOPER
Let me see your identification!

Kenobie leans towards the Trooper, twisting his hand. He 
speaks softly, but very concisely.

KENOBIE
You don't need to see our 
identification.

TROOPER
We don't need to see their 
identification.

KENOBIE
These aren't the droids you're 
looking for.

TROOPER
These aren't the droids we're 
looking for.

KENOBIE
Open the gate.

TROOPER
Open the gate.

The Trooper motions to the operator and the gate rises.

KENOBIE
(to Luke)

Go.

They pass through without incident.

EXT. TATOOINE - MOS EISLEY - DAY

The Speeder travels down the main street of the space port. 
The town has the patchwork appearance of a place that might 
once have been prosperous, but has been reduced to little 
more than a series of interconnected slums.

INT. SPEEDER - DAY

Luke glances over his shoulder at the receding road block.

LUKE
I thought we'd had it. What did you 
do to him?

KENOBIE
An old Jedi mind trick.
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LUKE
Does it always work?

KENOBIE
Only on week minded people.

LUKE
You'll have to teach me that.

EXT. TATOOINE - MOS EISLEY - DAY

The Speeder continues on.

CUT TO:

EXT. MOS EISLEY - CANTINA - DAY

Kenobie and Luke stand next to the Speeder, which is parked 
in front of a large rundown building. Gaudy graphics make it 
clear that it's an 'anything goes' kind of bar. An alley runs 
the length of the building, and a short way down its length 
is a darkened recess.

KENOBIE
Trust me, this it the right place 
to find the kind of pilot we need.

LUKE
(skeptical)

I'll take your word on that. What 
about the droids?

Kenobie points at the recess in the alley.

KENOBIE
(to droids)

Hide there and stay out of sight.

Artoo beeps affirmatively and heads towards the recess with 
Threepio. Luke and Kenobie enter the cantina.

INT. CANTINA - DAY

It's a big place, several levels, filled with a mix of 
INTERSTELLAR PATRONS, most of them conspicuously armed. 
There's a BAND playing on the main stage, but most of the 
clientele keep to shadowy booths that line the walls. There 
are hints of more lascivious activities on the upper levels. 
Kenobie gestures Luke towards the bar.

KENOBIE
Stay out of trouble.
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LUKE
(piqued)

I can take care of myself.

Kenobie turns away and snags the attention of a nearby pilot, 
who immediately points towards someone else. Kenobie heads in 
the indicated direction.

Luke steps up to the bar next to ODIOUS, a leather-clad, 
knife-studded, gun-toting bad-ass of epic proportion. Odious 
is deep in conversation, turned away. Luke waves, trying to 
get the attention of one of the three BARTENDERS, but is 
pointedly ignored.

LUKE
Hey! Service?

Odious glances briefly at Luke, grunting dismissively. His 
tone is icy.

ODIOUS
Your money's no good here. Get out 
of my space, farmer boy.

LUKE
You the owner?

ODIOUS
Nope, but I've got a dozen death 
warrants on me. So get your 
stinking carcass out of here.

LUKE
I'm not leaving --

Odious moves fast, spinning around and...

... PINS Luke to the bar one-handed.

He draws his blaster with deliberation.

ODIOUS
How many runts like you do I have 
to kill before I --

Kenobie steps up next to Odious, his hand doing the Jedi mind 
trick motions.

KENOBIE
He's not worth the effort.
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ODIOUS
(furious)

Mind tricks don't work on me!

Odious flings Luke aside as he brings his gun to bear on 
Kenobie. The gun roars and the blaster's bolt...

... RICOCHETS off Kenobie's suddenly active Lightsaber.

Odious charges but Kenobie sidesteps, and the Saber slices 
the goon to pieces in...

... THREE LIGHTNING FAST strokes.

The entire cantina falls silent, everyone staring at the 
Saber or the corpse. Kenobie looks around, gauging the crowd.

Some of the nearby patrons slowly back away, hands rising. 
Kenobie lowers the Saber and turns it off. The cantina bursts 
back to business as if nothing happened.

Kenobie picks Luke up off the floor.

KENOBIE
What part of 'stay out trouble' 
confused you?

LUKE
I didn't start it.

Kenobie eyes him skeptically.

KENOBIE
Never mind. I think I've found a 
ship that'll suit us.

As Kenobie leads Luke across the room, the Bartenders drag 
off Odious' remains, while a SHADY PATRON heads for the exit.

EXT. MOS EISLEY - CANTINA - DAY

The Shady Patron leaves the cantina and heads towards a pair 
of patrolling Stormtroopers.

Artoo and Threepio watch as the Shady Patron gestures at the 
Troopers and points at the cantina. The Troopers brush past 
the Shady Patron and head for the cantina entrance.

Artoo and Threepio retreat further into the darkened recess. 
Artoo beeps worriedly.

THREEPIO
You're right. This can't be good.
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INT. CANTINA - DAY

Sitting in a booth is HAN SOLO, forties, a scar running under 
his eye-patch into two days worth of stubble. It goes well 
with his been-there-done-that-and-killed-it attitude. A heavy 
leather duster doesn't entirely conceal the assortment of 
weapons strapped to his athletic body.

Luke and Kenobie are ushered to the table by CHEWIE, a 
thickly furred five-foot tall gorilla-shaped Wookie with a 
panda-bear face and three inch fangs. When Chewie speaks he's 
incomprehensible to everyone except Solo, and he sounds like 
an ape that's been mainlining testosterone.

SOLO
Name's Solo. Chewie says you're 
looking for a ship.

KENOBIE
If it's fast, and ready to fly.

SOLO
Fastest ship in the quadrant. 
What's the cargo and destination?

KENOBIE
Just us, two droids, and no record. 
You'll get the destination when 
we're underway.

SOLO
So it’s like that, is it?

Solo glances at Chewie as the Wookie grumbles darkly.

SOLO
What you're asking me to do isn't 
easy, and I don't need the Empire 
crawling up my exhaust ports. I 
think I'll pass.

KENOBIE
I can make it worth the effort, and 
the risk.

SOLO
I doubt it.

KENOBIE
Eight thousand. On arrival.

Chewie grunts in surprise. S0lo's eyes narrow.
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SOLO
Twelve thousand. In advance.

KENOBIE
Two thousand now. Fifteen on 
arrival.

LUKE
(appalled)

Seventeen? We could buy a ship for 
that.

SOLO
But you'd still need a pilot --

LUKE
I can fly any starship --

SOLO
-- and my connections to get past 
security.

Luke has no retort and glares at Solo, frustrated.

KENOBIE
Is it a deal?

SOLO
Seventeen will do. Meet me at gate 
ninety-four after sundown. Bring 
the money and be ready to leave.

Across the room, two Stormtroopers have drifted into sight, 
questioning someone. Solo gestures in their direction.

Chewie growls. Kenobie nods at Solo and ushers Luke 
discreetly away from the table and the Troopers.

The Troopers approach Solo's table, but barely give it second 
glance. As soon as they are out of earshot, Solo smiles.

SOLO
Seventeen thousand. They must 
really be desperate.

EXT. MOS EISLEY - CANTINA - DAY

The droids exit the alley, following Luke and Kenobie back to 
the parked Speeder.

KENOBIE
We'll have to sell the Speeder.
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LUKE
It's not worth much.

KENOBIE
It'll be enough.

LUKE
I wasn't planning on coming back 
anyway.

INT. CANTINA - DAY

Chewie is grunting in agitation.

SOLO
I didn't lie. I just didn't happen 
to mention it. It's still my ship.

Chewie grunts - he has an issue.

SOLO
Technically, yes. But we can work 
around that. You go get the tools. 
I've got arrangements to make.

Chewie lets out an unhappy growl and lopes off. Solo smooths 
down his duster and is halfway to standing, but suddenly 
freezes. Behind him is GREEDO, a green mucous-skinned alien, 
and he's just jammed a gun into Solo's back. Greedo's alien 
squawks are perfectly clear to Solo, who sits slowly back 
down. The alien slides into the booth across from him, his 
gun never wavering.

SOLO
Nice to see you too.

Greedo babbles.

SOLO
I don't have the money yet, but I 
just made a deal that'll pay for 
the cargo I had to dump --

Greedo cuts him off angrily, and Solo reacts with annoyance.

SOLO
The Hut's put a price on my head?

Greedo babbles briefly. Solo is impressed, leaning back in 
surprise. One hand slides back and falls beneath the table.

SOLO
That much, huh? Bonus if I'm alive?
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Greedo nods.

SOLO
Shouldn't have been greedy.

GREEDO'S CHEST EXPLODES as a Solo's blaster bolt rips through 
the table. He pitches forward, dead. Solo lifts the blaster 
and blows the smoke off the barrel theatrically.

The only reaction from the floor comes from one of the 
Bartenders, who yells from across the room.

BARTENDER
You're paying for that table, Solo.

Solo rises, straightens his coat, and heads towards the exit.

SOLO
Put it on my tab.

WIPE TO:

EXT. SPACE - DEATH STAR

The Death Star hangs in space.

INT. DEATH STAR - VADER'S CHAMBER

Vader kneels before a pedestal. The Emperor's life-sized 
hologram materializes upon it.

EMPEROR
Have you discovered the location of 
the Rebel base, Apprentice?

VADER
Her resistance is impressive. It 
will take much longer to break her 
than I anticipated.

EMPEROR
Unfortunately we cannot afford the 
time. You will alter your methods.

VADER
What is your bidding, Master?

EMPEROR
Set course for her home planet, 
Alderaan. It is time to demonstrate 
the power of the Death Star.

WIPE TO:
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EXT. MOS EISLEY - GATE NINETY FOUR - NIGHT

Luke, Kenobie and the droids make their way down a side 
street towards the sealed gate doors. As they approach, Solo 
steps out of the shadows, accompanied by Chewie, who's now 
wearing a web of straps to which tools and weapons are 
affixed. A third figure, DEX, concealed beneath a heavy robe, 
is right behind them.

SOLO
You have the money?

Kenobie pulls a bag from his pocket and gives it to Solo. 
Solo feels the weight as he uses a finger-sized cash-counter 
that BEEPS as it touches the bag. Solo hands the bag to Dex 
who buries it in the folds of his robe. Dex pulls out a 
clunky remote control and taps on its buttons.

The gate door opens slowly with the SOUND of straining 
hydraulics. Chewie lopes through it immediately.

As the others follow Chewie, Dex mutters at Solo in an alien 
tongue, then disappears into the shadows. Solo sneers.

SOLO
Nice doing business with you, too.

He heads through the door, following everyone else, as the 
portal reverses direction and slowly begins to close.

A short distance away, Dex pulls a communicator out of his 
robe and begins speaking into it rapidly.

EXT. MOS EISLEY - LANDING BAY - NIGHT

Chewie is bounding across the top of the MILLENNIUM FALCON as 
Kenobie leads the rest of the group into the circular bay. 
The Falcon is the size of a small house, armor plated and 
beat-up ugly. Luke stops dead in his tracks as he gets his 
first look at the ship, shocked.

LUKE
You have got to be kidding. That's 
your ship? It's a wreck!

SOLO
Looks don't mean anything. She can 
do four parsecs in a single jump 
and get halfway across the galaxy 
in less than a week.

Luke doesn't appear convinced.
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Chewie swings down from the top of the shop and pulls a 
handheld torch from his backpack. He starts cutting away at a 
brightly colored Impound Lock that's been bolted to the main 
hatch, six claws hold the door firmly shut. Luke points.

LUKE
You didn't say anything about your 
ship being impounded.

Kenobie drops a hand to his Saber and turns to Solo.

KENOBIE
What's going on here?

SOLO
Nothing. Just a technicality.

LUKE
I've got a bad feeling about this.

EXT. MOS EISLEY - GATE NINETY FOUR - NIGHT

A short distance from the gate, a platoon of Stormtroopers 
leap from the back of their arriving transport.

Dex waves them towards the gate entrance enthusiastically.

EXT. MOS EISLEY - LANDING BAY - NIGHT

Chewie finishes cutting through the first claw of the Impound 
Lock. Five more remain as he gets started on the next one.

Kenobie glances sharpy towards the bay entrance and then 
rushes towards the Falcon's hatch.

KENOBIE
We've run out of time!

He strides up to the door and ignites his Saber. With barely 
a flick of his wrist the Saber...

... SLICES through the Impound Lock.

The door snaps open with a WHOOSH. Chewie grunts in surprise.

SOLO
(to himself)

I have got to get one of those.
(yelling)

Everybody on board. Chewie, warm up 
the engines. I'll unhook the 
umbilical.
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EXT. MOS EISLEY - GATE NINETY FOUR - NIGHT

The gate has opened sufficiently for Stormtroopers to begin 
squeezing through. They move cautiously but quickly.

EXT. MOS EISLEY - LANDING PAD - NIGHT

Solo tugs on a thigh-thick cable attached to the Falcon. It 
snaps out. As he turns towards the Falcon's hatch...

... a GRENADE flies through the bay's entrance.

Solo's eyes go wide and he sprints for the hatch. A high 
pitched WHINE raises in volume and...

... Solo leaps through the hatch just as the grenade...

... EXPLODES.

INT. MILLENNIUM FALCON - LOUNGE - NIGHT

Solo rolls to a stop as everyone else reacts.

SOLO
(yelling)

Chewie! Get us out of here!

He lunges for the door switch, drawing his blaster.

EXT. MOS EISLEY - LANDING BAY - NIGHT

Stormtroopers cascade through the landing pad entrance.

TROOPER
Aim for the thrusters!

The Troopers open fire as the Falcon begins to lift, but the 
blaster bolts don't even scratch the armor plating.

INT. MILLENNIUM FALCON - BAY - NIGHT

Solo pops off a few shots before shutting the door. Then he 
races to the cockpit, Luke and Kenobie following.

EXT. MOS EISLEY - LANDING BAY - NIGHT

The Falcon's speed increases rapidly and it rockets skyward. 
Troopers continue to fire at it.

INT. MILLENNIUM FALCON - COCKPIT - NIGHT

Solo hurriedly takes the pilot seat. Chewie sits behind him.
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EXT. SPACE - TATOOINE

The Falcon leaves the atmosphere at top speed.

INT. MILLENNIUM FALCON - COCKPIT

Luke and Kenobie arrive at the door. There's a loud BEEPING 
and Chewie reacts sharply.

SOLO
I see it. Destroyer class. Charge 
the hyperdrive. I'll keep them off 
our tail.

(to himself)
What did these guys do, blow up a 
planet?

Chewie grunts with agitation. Solo glances over his shoulder.

SOLO
Mind telling me where we're going?

A bright flash from a near miss. Everyone reacts except Solo.

EXT. SPACE - TATOOINE

The Falcon rolls hard, barely avoiding a fuselage of blaster 
bolts fired from...

... the Star Destroyer that's in hot pursuit.

INT. MILLENNIUM FALCON - COCKPIT

Solo and Chewie work the Falcon's systems confidently.

Through the cockpit window, stars dance as the Falcon dodges 
more blaster shots from the Destroyer.

More BEEPING noises. Chewie is annoyed.

LUKE
What's that?

SOLO
They've launched fighters.

LUKE
Can you outrun them? You said this 
ship was fast.

SOLO
We'll be fine as soon as we jump to 
hyperspace.
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There's a muffled boom and the ship LURCHES.

EXT. SPACE - TATOOINE

Two TIE Fighters zoom towards the Falcon and ...

... OPEN FIRE...

... but the Falcon twists nimbly and avoids the barrage.

INT. MILLENNIUM FALCON - COCKPIT

Chewie chuffs worriedly. Solo is dead calm.

SOLO
Good times...

KENOBIE
How long before we can jump?

SOLO
The drive's still charging.

EXT. SPACE

The TIEs have closed distance and are almost on top of the 
Falcon. The lead ship fires and ...

... bolts smack into the Falcon's armor. A piece of it...

... TEARS FREE.

INT. MILLENNIUM FALCON - COCKPIT

Muffled THUDS from more impacts. An ALARM sounds. Luke looks 
around nervously. 

LUKE
What's happening?

SOLO
We're losing armor.

Solo works the controls, scowling, and then there's a CHIME.

SOLO
Hold on. Here we go.

He pulls a prominent lever.

Through the window, space begins to twist and elongate.
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EXT. SPACE

The TIEs are left behind as the Falcon zooms into infinity.

WIPE TO:

EXT. DEATH STAR

Amongst the vast array of structures, the Death Star's 
command platform stands out. Huge windows offer a panoramic 
view of the station and of the planet Alderaan ahead.

Within the command platform...

INT. DEATH STAR - COMMAND PLATFORM

A vast number of consoles manned by IMPERIAL OFFICERS. 
There's a central, railed pedestal that oversees everything. 
Vader stands on it next to Admiral Tosh.

TOSH
We've reached optimal firing range, 
Lord Vader.

Behind them, six Stormtroopers escort Leia onto the pedestal. 
She's tightly cuffed and, while she still wears a look of 
defiance, she's obviously been taking a beating.

Through the enormous windows, Alderaan is clearly visible. 
The vast barrel of the stations main cannon glows with power.

LEIA
Sight seeing, Vader?

VADER
Charming as always. I'm looking 
forward to your execution, General, 
but first I wanted you to join me 
during the ceremony that will mark 
the Death Star complete. After 
this, no system will dare oppose 
the Empire.

LEIA
The tighter the Emperor grips, the 
greater the number of systems that 
will slip through his fingers.
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VADER
Not after today. We had planned to 
use a military target for our 
demonstration, but since you've 
been reluctant to provide us with 
the location of the Rebel base, 
Alderaan will suffice.

IMPERIAL OFFICER (O.S.)
Main cannon charged. Ready to fire.

Leia's eyes go wide with realization and she tries to lunge 
at Vader but the Troopers hold her tight.

LEIA
You can't! Alderaan is neutral!

VADER
Then name a system.

Vader moves within inches of Leia's face.

VADER
I've grown tired of asking. For the 
last time, where is the Rebel base?

Leia's facade crumbles. She slumps, defeated.

LEIA
Dantoine... They're on Dantoine.

VADER
You've finally learned to be 
reasonable.

(to Tosh)
Continue with the operation. Fire 
when ready.

LEIA
(shocked)

What?

VADER
You're too trusting, and Dantoine 
is too remote to make an effective 
demonstration. Don't worry, we’ll 
end your Rebellion soon enough.

EXT. DEATH STAR

The main cannon begins to pulse as energy swirls within. More 
energy is beamed from the tips of the stations' radial arms. 
The mass of destructive power is impossible to contain...
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... and with a thundering roar it BLASTS towards Alderaan.

INT. DEATH STAR - COMMAND PLATFORM

Leia sags to her knees in horror and despair.

LEIA
My people...

EXT. SPACE - ALDERAAN

The bolt strikes the surface. Energy spreads, cracking the 
planet's crust. The surface begins to glow and...

... SHATTERS, exploding away into space.

The molten core of the plant is all that remains.

INT. MILLENNIUM FALCON - LOUNGE

Kenobie stumbles, nearly falling to his knees. Luke rushes to 
his side.

LUKE
Are you all right?

KENOBIE
(dazed)

I... Something terrible has 
happened. Terrible...

LUKE
What?

KENOBIE
I don't know...

EXT. HYPERSPACE - MILLENNIUM FALCON

The Falcon zooms through a hyperspace corridor.

INT. MILLENNIUM FALCON - LOUNGE

Artoo and Threepio are playing holographic chess. Artoo beeps 
excitedly as one piece kills another.

THREEPIO
Is that move allowed?

Artoo beeps contemptuously.

THREEPIO
Oh.
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Kenobie is recovering on a couch. Luke is bored, examining 
his Lightsaber, playing with the controls. The Saber alights. 
He swishes it through the air. Kenobie observes, smiles.

KENOBIE
A Lightsaber can cut through nearly 
anything, and with practice it can 
even deflect shots from a blaster.

Solo enters from up front. He sees the Saber and glares.

SOLO
Watch what you're doing with that, 
kid.

Luke is piqued, but switches the Saber off. Solo heads for 
the drink dispenser, muttering darkly.

SOLO
What do you think you are, some 
sort of Jedi?

LUKE
Maybe. Ben --

 Kenobie glares at Luke - shut up. 

KENOBIE
-- was wondering if our good 
captain might spare a drink for an 
old man.

Solo hands him the one he's just poured. Kenobie takes a sip 
and then downs the entire glass. Solo eyes Luke's Saber.

SOLO
Hey kid, how much you want for 
that?

LUKE
It's not for sale.

SOLO
Everything, and everyone, is for 
sale. In the end, it just comes 
down to price.

Luke turns away, ignoring him.

KENOBIE
Not everyone can be bought as 
easily as you.
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SOLO
That's not my experience. The only 
things I trust in this universe are 
coins in my pocket and a blaster in 
my hand.

Kenobie smiles condescendingly at Solo. A loud CHIRPING sound 
echoes through the lounge.

SOLO
Looks like we're coming up on 
Alderaan.

He heads back to the cockpit.

EXT. DEATH STAR

The shattered remains of Alderaan hang in the distance.

INT. DEATH STAR - COMMAND PLATFORM

Tosh strides up to Vader's side.

TOSH
Lord Vader, the scout ship has 
reached Dantoine. They've found the 
remains of a base, but it seems to 
have been abandoned for some time.

VADER
Not so reasonable after all. 
Prepare the General for further 
interrogation.

TOSH
Yes, Lord Vader.

He exits, leaving Vader to contemplate the dead planet.

WIPE TO:

EXT. HYPERSPACE - MILLENNIUM FALCON

The Falcon glides through the corridor and suddenly...

... IT VANISHES revealing...

EXT. SPACE - ALDERAAN

The Falcon is surrounded by rocky debris. The ship swerves 
sharply to avoid crashing into a large asteroid.

Hanging above, the molten core of the planet burns.
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INT. MILLENNIUM FALCON - COCKPIT

Solo and Chewie are frantically working the controls. The 
ship lurches as something strikes the hull.

Through the window, rocks are perilously close.

Luke rushes into the cockpit, followed by Kenobie.

LUKE
What's happening?

SOLO
Came out of hyperspace in an 
asteroid field, but it's not in the 
database.

Through the window, Alderaan's core becomes visible.

LUKE
What's that?

Solo's eyes widen. He punches buttons rapidly.

SOLO
Our position's correct. That's 
Alderaan.

LUKE
What?

KENOBIE
Obliterated. By the Empire.

SOLO
Not possible. Even if the entire 
fleet --

An ALARM sounds. Chewie grunts loudly.

SOLO
Another ship's closing in.

LUKE
Maybe they know what --

BLASTER HITS echo through the Falcon.

Through the window, more bolts burn through space as a TIE 
Fighter overtakes and passes them.

SOLO
Imperial Fighter.
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LUKE
They followed us!

KENOBIE
No, it's short range.

EXT. SPACE - ALDERAAN

The TIE Fighter flies away from the Falcon at high speed, 
dodging debris as it goes.

INT. MILLENNIUM FALCON - COCKPIT

Solo and Chewie are focused.

SOLO
Chewie, jam transmissions. It must 
be part of a convoy.

LUKE
It sure is leaving in a hurry.

SOLO
Not if I can help it.

KENOBIE
If it identifies us --

SOLO
It won't.

EXT. SPACE - ALDERAAN

The Falcon weaves nimbly through the asteroids, chasing down 
the fleeing TIE ship.

INT. MILLENNIUM FALCON - COCKPIT

A targeting reticle appears in front of Solo. The TIE 
Fighter's icon swings to and fro.

Through the window, the TIE Fighter twists and plunges 
towards an enormous planetary fragment just as...

... Solo fires.

EXT. SPACE - ALDERAAN

Heavy blasters let loose from the Falcon's nose.

The shots miss the TIE Fighter, but only by a fraction.
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INT. MILLENNIUM FALCON - COCKPIT

Solo isn't giving up. The giant asteroid fills the window.

As the TIE Fighter levels off to skim the surface, the HUD 
flashes brightly.

SOLO
Got you.

EXT. SPACE - ALDERAAN

The guns fire and...

... the fighter BLOWS apart, slamming into the rocky surface.

The Falcon levels off, cruising past the fireball.

INT. MILLENNIUM FALCON - COCKPIT

Solo is smiling. He turns towards Luke and Kenobie.

SOLO
Not bad, if I do say so myself. 
Now, about the money you owe me?

Through the window, unseen by Solo, the Death Star begins to 
rise above the asteroid's horizon.

Kenobie, Luke and Chewie stare out the window like deer 
caught in headlights.

SOLO
What?

He turns, sees the battle station, reacts. The ship lurches. 
An ALARM blares.

LUKE
What is that thing?

KENOBIE
A destroyer of worlds.

SOLO
Whatever it is, it's got a tractor 
beam on us.

EXT. SPACE

An angry glow shrouds the Falcon as it speeds towards the 
Death Star.
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INT. MILLENNIUM FALCON - COCKPIT

Solo and Chewie are fighting with the controls.

SOLO
(to Chewie)

Boost the auxiliaries!

The ship bucks beneath them.

LUKE
Can't you do something?

SOLO
The engines are overloaded. I have 
to shut down, but they won't get me 
without a fight.

Through the window, the Death Star fills the sky.

KENOBIE
You can't win. There must be an 
alternative.

SOLO
(hesitant)

Maybe...

EXT. DEATH STAR

The Falcon is pulled along the length of the main cannon, 
less than a gnat by comparison.

The glow around the ship intensifies as it nears the source 
of the tractor beam, a huge hanger. The ship slows and...

... a force-field ripples as the Falcon crosses the hanger 
threshold.

As it settles to the hanger floor, large clamps rise, locking 
the Falcon in place. The tractor beam dissipates as...

... a space-suited technician in a control booth at the rear 
of the hanger powers it down.

Stormtroopers rush towards the captured ship from both of the 
hanger's entrances - one leading to a wide cargo tunnel, 
while the other to a smaller side corridor.

INT. DEATH STAR - COMMAND PLATFORM

Tosh addresses Vader.
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TOSH
We've captured a freighter. It's 
been identified as the same one 
that evaded our forces at Tatooine.

VADER
Perhaps they are trying to return 
the plans to the General...

TOSH
We haven't detected any life signs 
on board, Lord Vader.

VADER
Search the ship.

He strides off the pedestal, heading towards the exit.

INT. DEATH STAR - DOCKING BAY

A number of Stormtroopers are exiting the Falcon's main 
hatch. One of them addresses Vader.

TROOPER
There's nobody on board, Lord 
Vader. According to the log, the 
crew abandoned ship right after 
takeoff. The escape pod is gone.

VADER
And no droids?

TROOPER
None, Lord Vader.

Vader shakes his head gently, then turns towards the Falcon.

VADER
I sense something... A presence...

He turns sharply back to the Trooper.

VADER
Search the ship again. Dismantle it 
if necessary!

Vader turns away before the Trooper can respond and exits the 
hanger. The Trooper addresses his men.

TROOPER
Get a scanning array up here, now!
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INT. MILLENNIUM FALCON - LOUNGE

A trooper jogs out of the hatch. A moment later a previously 
invisible hatchway, concealed beneath the floor, pops open. 
Solo emerges, blaster in hand, and then the others follow.

SOLO
Never thought I'd be smuggling 
myself in that compartment.

LUKE
Now what?

SOLO
There's no way to get past that 
tractor beam.

KENOBIE
I have an idea.

SOLO
I was afraid you were going to say 
that.

INT. DEATH STAR - DOCKING BAY

Stormtroopers are exiting, leaving just two behind to stand 
guard at the Falcon's hatch.

A TECHNICIAN is being instructed by one of the guards as he 
finishes unloading a scanner from a TRANSPORT CRATE.

TROOPER
If you pick up anything, report 
immediately.

The Technician nods, pushes the scanner through the hatch, 
and is then out of sight. A moment later there's a flash and 
the WHOOSH of a Lightsaber, followed by the SOUND of 
something heavy falling.

The guards, their backs to the entrance, barely react to the 
noise, glancing at each other. One shrugs. A moment later...

SOLO (O.S.)
Hey! Could you give me a hand?

One trooper shakes his head in irritation and then motions 
the other to follow him. They enter the hatch, shouldering 
their blasters as...
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... BLASTER BOLTS hit them and they vanish from sight. Chewie 
ROARS as he flashes past the hatch in the direction of the 
downed Troopers. Solo peeks out, then retreats.

INT. MILLENNIUM FALCON - LOUNGE

Luke and Chewie strip the armor off Troopers.

SOLO
(to Kenobie)

All clear.

KENOBIE
Good. Artoo, come with me.

He exits the ship. Artoo and Threepio follow. Chewie grunts.

SOLO
I don't like it either, Chewie, but 
it's better than anything I can 
come up with.

LUKE
Ben knows what he's doing.

INT. DEATH STAR - DOCKING BAY

Kenobie jogs across the hanger to the control booth. He 
gestures at the console.

KENOBIE
Plug in, Artoo.

Artoo's extends a probe and plugs in. Information begins to 
flash on console screens at a rapid pace.

Luke and Solo emerge from the Falcon carrying the salvaged 
Stormtrooper gear. Chewie is next, all three corpses slung 
casually over one shoulder. He dumps them in the transport 
crate and closes the lid.

Kenobie starts upright for no apparent reason, whirls, and 
stares towards the ceiling, scowling. A moment later...

... Artoo beeps enthusiastically and Kenobie turns back.

KENOBIE
Show me.

The main screen switches to a rotating map with a brightly 
lit pathway indicated. Artoo whistles quizzically.
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KENOBIE
Go ahead and do it.

Luke and Solo dump their burdens as they enter the booth. 
Kenobie is distracted, agitated.

KENOBIE
He's found it, but you won't need 
to come with me after all. There's 
an access shaft, and Artoo has 
already rerouted security.

SOLO
To bad. I could have used a good 
fight.

LUKE
But --

KENOBIE
No arguments. I have to do this 
alone. The rest of you stay here 
and deactivate those clamps. I'll 
take care of the tractor beam.

LUKE
I want to come with you.

KENOBIE
No! You need to stay here and guard 
Artoo. He's has to be kept safe.

Kenobie starts to turn away but then hesitates. He grasps 
Luke's shoulder firmly, a trace of sadness in his eyes.

KENOBIE
(softly)

The Force will be with you Luke... 
always.

He turns away quickly and retreats towards the cargo tunnel. 
Luke watches him go before turning to Artoo.

LUKE
See if you can figure out how to 
disengage those clamps.

Solo sits down, kicks up his heels.

SOLO
You still haven't told me who's 
paying for all this.
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LUKE
You'll get your money.

SOLO
I'm not counting on it. Figure I'll 
be lucky to get out of this in one 
piece. Word of advice. If a deal's 
too good to be true, it ain't.

LUKE
Is that all you're worried about? 
Saving your own skin?

SOLO
Can't think of anything else at the 
moment.

LUKE
Look what happened to Alderaan! 
There are more important --

SOLO
Save it. Not interested.

Artoo lets out a whoop and starts beeping urgently.

LUKE
(to Artoo)

What? Who?

SOLO
(to Threepio)

What did he say?

THREEPIO
He said 'I found here, she's here.'

SOLO
Found who?

Artoo lets out a stream of excited beeps and whistles.

LUKE
The General!

SOLO
General who?

On the console screens images of Leia start appearing.

LUKE
Her! Artoo, where is she?
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Artoo beeps at length. Luke frowns with concern.

LUKE
We've got to do something. Artoo, 
how do we get there?

SOLO
(to Threepio)

Translation?

THREEPIO
Artoo says that General Organa is 
being held in the detention block, 
cell twenty-three. He also says 
she's been sentenced to be 
executed.

LUKE
We've got to rescue her.

SOLO
Slow down, kid.

LUKE
Artoo belongs to her. She's the 
reason we're here!

SOLO
The old man told us to stay put. 
Guard the droid.

LUKE
He didn't know she was here, we --

SOLO
I'm not going anywhere.

LUKE
A few minutes ago you were looking 
for a fight --

SOLO
Walking into a detention block 
isn't what I had in mind.

LUKE
But they going to kill her!

SOLO
Better her than me.

Luke pauses, taking the measure of Solo. He calms.
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LUKE
She's a General.

SOLO
So?

LUKE
There'll be a reward...

Chewie growls.

SOLO
What sort of reward are we talking 
about?

LUKE
A lot more than seventeen thousand. 
More than you can imagine.

SOLO
I can imagine quite a lot.

LUKE
You'll get it.

Solo mulls this over before responding. Chewie grunts 
uncertainly.

SOLO
All right, kid. But you'd better 
have a really good plan.

Luke looks around, sees the Stormtrooper armor, then spots 
the transport crate that Chewie dumped the bodies into.

LUKE
Artoo, you and Threepio keep 
working on the clamps. Get back on 
the ship as soon as you unlock it.

(to Solo)
Give me a hand.

He grabs the armor.

INT. DEATH STAR - ACCESS SHAFT

A small alcove with a ladder leading upward that is attached 
to an untraveled maintenance corridor. Kenobie steps away 
from the ladder, checks left and right, and then moves down 
the corridor out of sight.
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INT. DEATH STAR - DOCKING BAY

Luke double-checks the Stormtrooper armor he's now wearing. 
Solo, also now armored, regards him coldly.

SOLO
You're a little short for a 
Stormtrooper.

A nervous yowl causes both of them to turn towards...

... Chewie, who's standing in the empty crate forlornly.

SOLO
(to Chewie)

It's big enough.
(to Luke)

You know, this might actually work.

Chewie yelps negatively.

LUKE
It will. Trust me.

Chewie grunts agitatedly at length and then sits.

LUKE
What did he say?

SOLO
That he's got a bigger imagination 
than I do, and if we don't get paid 
he's going to rip your arms off.

LUKE
Oh...

They start closing up the transport crate.

WIPE TO:

INT. DEATH STAR - FREEWAY

A vast tunnel stretches at least a kilometer in each 
direction. Massive vehicles haul materials along its length. 
Fifty meters in height, the tunnel is the main thoroughfare 
along this arm of the station. Sections of the ceiling are 
transparent, providing an expansive view. Bridges just below 
the ceiling lead to massive machines suspended beneath them. 
The sheer size of the Death Star is staggering.
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Luke and Solo push the transport crate into an arriving 
elevator. As their door closes, the one in an adjacent car 
opens. Vader, followed by several Stormtroopers, exits.

Vader pauses, glancing briefly towards the elevator just used 
by Luke, then turns and quickly walks off.

INT. DEATH STAR - ELEVATOR

Within the elevator there's plenty of room for Luke, Solo and 
Chewie's crate. The crate's top cracks open and a plaintive 
series of grunts come from Chewie.

SOLO
Easy. We're almost there.

More grunting, somewhat urgent.

SOLO
I'm starting feel the same way.

LUKE
What?

SOLO
That this is a really bad idea.

INT. DEATH STAR - DETENTION BLOCK

The check-in area, with elevator access at the front. Two 
OFFICERS sit at a large monitoring console, looking bored. 
Behind them, four Stormtroopers stand stiffly. At the rear of 
the room is another door, which leads to the hallway 
containing the prison cells and torture chamber.

The elevator makes a loud HISSING sound before the doors 
open, revealing Luke, Solo and transport crate. They push the 
crate forward, then stop and look around in confusion.

OFFICER
What are you doing here?

SOLO
This, uh, isn't a maintenance 
center?

OFFICER
This area is restricted!

LUKE
(to Solo)

See? I told you it was the wrong 
floor.
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Solo pokes Luke with his blaster.

SOLO
You told me which button to push --

Luke shoves him away. Solo aims his gun at Luke.

LUKE
-- and you still got it wrong!

Luke points his gun at Solo. The Officer steps forward, 
drawing his pistol.

OFFICER
I'm putting you on report --

SOLO
(yelling)

Now!

Solo blasts the Officer point blank. As...

... Chewie LEAPS out of the crate with his blaster...

... FIRING. Chewie's shots...

... take out two of the Troopers.

Luke nails a third Trooper as...

... Solo downs the forth and...

... Chewie yanks the last Officer from behind the console...

... FLINGING him across the room.

Luke and Solo pull off their helmets and survey the carnage.

LUKE
(smug)

Told you it would work.

SOLO
(piqued)

Just get that door open.

Luke hurries to the console. There are a lot of buttons and 
he struggles trying to find the right one. Chewie ambles over 
to the console, studies it briefly, then brushes Luke out of 
the way and presses a switch confidently.

LUKE
Hey...
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The door to the cell row snaps open. Luke turns and...

... is facing a Stormtrooper who FIRES...

... hitting the console. Luke and Chewie dive for cover as...

... solo SHOOTS and...

... the trooper is BLOWN backward.

The console sputters, then starts BEEPING noisily. Chewie 
grunts, gesturing at a brightly flashing light on the panel.

SOLO
Don't answer it!

Solo steps towards the console, yelling at Luke.

SOLO
Move!

Luke heads down the tunnel.

INT. DEATH STAR - VADER'S CHAMBER

Vader is kneeling before the Emperor's hologram.

VADER
He is here, Master.

EMPEROR
You are certain?

VADER
I can feel Kenobie's presence. He 
has come to face me.

EMPEROR
Then you will destroy him. Finally 
the Jedi will be extinct!

VADER
Only the Sith shall remain, Master.

EMPEROR
Let us hope that your other risk is 
equally rewarded.

The hologram dissipates and Vader stands.
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INT. DEATH STAR - DETENTION BLOCK

Luke reaches a featureless cell door and presses a button 
next to. It slides up, revealing a second barred door and...

... Leia, sitting on her cell bunk, startled.

LUKE
Hold on...

As Luke fumbles with the door controls, Leia tenses. A moment 
later the inner bar-door snaps open and...

... Leia LUNGES at Luke, driving him...

... backward into the corridor.

Luke goes down hard. Leia grabs his blaster and jams the 
weapon under his chin.

LUKE
Hold it!

Leia checks the corridor, catching sight of Chewie and Solo 
at the console. She turns her attention back to Luke.

LEIA
What's going on here?

LUKE
I'm Luke Skywalker. I'm here to 
rescue you.

LEIA
What?

LUKE
We're on your side. I came with Ben 
Kenobie. I've got your Artoo --

LEIA
General Kenobie? Where is he?

INT. DEATH STAR - DETENTION BLOCK

Chewie works the console as a diagram of the detention block 
spins on a display. Chewie moans, pointing at the screen.

SOLO
I see where it goes.

Chewie growls and yelps nervously.
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SOLO
We'll have to take that chance.

Chewie, frustrated, slaps the console in anger and...

... a SIREN begins blaring as emergency lights snap on.

SOLO
This just gets better and better.

The elevator makes a HISSING sound. Chewie and Solo share a 
look that translates as 'oh crap' and then...

... Chewie bolts for the cell corridor as...

... Solo pulls a grenade from his belt, activating it.

SOLO
(yelling)

Luke! We've got company!

INT. DEATH STAR - ELEVATOR

As the doors open, the Troopers barely have time to...

... see Solo's grenade rolling towards them as...

... Solo races into the cell corridor and...

... the grenade EXPLODES, throwing them backwards.

Solo fires his blaster towards the elevator without looking 
as he follows Chewie towards Luke and Leia...

... who are both still reacting to the sudden chaos.

The troopers recover quickly and open fire...

... forcing Solo to take cover as he retreats.

Luke and Leia duck behind cover as well.

LUKE
Looks like we're not getting out 
that way...

LEIA
You don't have a plan?

Chewie arrives and starts laying down cover fire for Solo. 
Stay blaster bolts from the Stormtroopers whiz by.
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LUKE
Of course I had a plan --

LEIA
Which didn't work.

LUKE
It's not my fault...

LEIA
You know, as rescues go, this one's 
pretty bad.

LUKE
You'd be happier back in that cell?

A blaster bolt clips the wall near Leia's head. She grabs 
Luke's blaster and starts firing. She's a crack shot and 
drops two troopers. The remainder fall back to regroup.

Solo dashes towards the end of the corridor, right past the 
others.

SOLO
Come on!

He reaches the torture chamber and opens the door. The 
robotic arms within twitch towards him and...

... he steps back in surprise as...

... blaster fire rips into the arms, BLOWING them to bits.

Leia, her face painted with rage, fires at the machine...

... which has already been killed three-times over.

She finally stops, her anger sated. Luke stares at her.

LEIA
Believe me, it had it coming.

After the brief respite, blaster fire from the Troopers 
starts whizzing towards them once again. They take cover in 
the torture chamber.

LEIA
Now what?

SOLO
Now this.
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Solo grabs Luke's Lightsaber and ignites it, plunging the 
blade into a thick ventilation panel in the floor. He begins 
to cut as...

... Leia sights down the corridor and shoots. Troopers fall, 
but they're getting closer as...

... Solo finishes carving. A the cut metal falls away. He 
tosses the deactivated Saber back to Luke.

SOLO
Into the fire, kid.

He jumps down the hole. Chewie follows a second later.

LEIA
Is he insane?

LUKE
Probably.

Luke follows Chewie down the pipe.

Leia fires, taking down another Trooper before giving in and 
taking the plunge, just as...

... a grenade flies through the door and EXPLODES.

INT. DEATH STAR - AIR SHAFT

Luke tumbles down the shaft. The fall turns into a slide as 
the shaft levels out and...

INT. DEATH STAR - CAFETERIA KITCHEN

Luke tumbles out of the shaft and into the kitchen. It's a 
large room, obviously meant to feed hundreds. The BODIES of 
the cooking staff are scattered about and Solo's gun is still 
smoking. One of the bodies is under the cut-out vent panel.

LUKE
You have got to be kidding me.

A moment later Leia lands right on top of him. She surveys 
the massacre and then glares at Solo and Chewie.

LEIA
These aren't soldiers. Why did you 
shoot them?

Solo, pulling away his Stormtrooper armor, pauses and points 
at the knife still clutched in a cooks' hand.
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SOLO
They were armed.

Chewie chuff agreement as he reaches for a hunk of food.

LEIA
We need to move. They'll figure out 
where we are in no time.

Luke, also tearing off his Trooper armor, gestures at the 
empty dining room.

LUKE
(to Solo)

How did you know it would be empty?

SOLO
I didn't.

WIPE TO:

INT. DEATH STAR - TRACTOR BEAM RELAY

The relay is located within a deep shaft. Energy pulses down 
the shaft at regular intervals, keeping it brightly 
illuminated. At the center of the shaft is the relay unit, 
which is only accessible by a narrow walkway. The footing is 
treacherous and there aren't any rails.

Kenobie inches along the side of the relay, moving within 
arms reach of a meter-long glowing crystal that the energy 
within the shaft seems to emanate from. He draws his 
Lightsaber and...

... SLICES through the crystal, causing it to...

... SHATTER. The energy in the shaft drains away, leaving 
only the light from his Saber. He switches it off.

INT. DEATH STAR - CORRIDOR

Nearing a closed blast door, Luke, Leia, Solo and Chewie come 
to a halt at a window overlooking the landing bay. The clamps 
that were holding the Falcon in place have disengaged. 
Although they've dispensed with the armor, Luke and Solo are 
still wearing their Stormtrooper ammo/utility belts.

SOLO
The droids got the ship unlocked.

LEIA
You came in that thing? You're 
braver than I thought.
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SOLO
Nice.

A dozen Stormtroopers suddenly enter the bay, taking up guard 
positions throughout.

LEIA
Great. So much for slipping away 
quietly.

SOLO
Come on.

He pushes a button to open the blast door revealing...

... a dozen Stormtroopers heading straight towards them.

TROOPER
It's them! Blast them!

Solo charges the Troopers, gun blazing, screaming at the top 
of his lungs and...

... two of the Troopers go down while...

... the rest panic and run.

Chewie lopes after Solo.

LEIA
He's got guts.

LUKE
Won't help much if he gets himself 
killed.

Alarms begin to WAIL.

LEIA
Let's get out of here.

INT. DEATH STAR - CORRIDOR

Solo pursues the fleeing troops, continuing to fire while 
screaming like a banshee.

He turns a corner and sees ...

... there are twice as many troopers, and all of them...

... are turning to face Solo, who...

... skids to a stop and scrambles back just as...
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... the Troopers start firing at him.

Solo runs for his life.

INT. DEATH STAR - CORRIDOR

Pursued by a half dozen Stormtroopers, Luke and Leia fire 
blindly to the rear. They reach the end of the corridor and 
race through an open door and discover...

INT. DEATH STAR - FREEWAY

... that the floor ends abruptly at the edge of a retracted 
bridge. Luke nearly careens off it as he skids to a halt. 
Leia grabs him at the last instant, saving him from a fifty 
meter fall into the traffic below.

LEIA
Wrong way!

Blaster bolts from the rear whiz by. They duck and Leia hits 
a control. The door slams shut. She blasts the controls.

LEIA
That should slow them down.

LUKE
(hesitant)

I think you just blasted the bridge 
controls.

She looks around and realizes there is nowhere to go.

A blaster bolt slams into the wall next to Luke.

Across the chasm, a Trooper is firing at them. They duck.

LUKE
There's no way across!

INT. DEATH STAR - CORRIDOR

Solo barely avoids crashing into Chewie as he flees from the 
pursuing Troopers. Chewie reverses direction and follows him, 
firing to the rear. The Troopers are close behind. Ahead is a 
massive blast-proof door, presently open.

TROOPER
Close the blast doors!

The huge doors begin to shut, but they aren't fast enough to 
prevent Solo and Chewie from getting past them. However, by 
the time the Troopers reach them they're completely closed.
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TROOPER
Open the doors! Open them!

INT. DEATH STAR - FREEWAY

Leia fires, hitting the Trooper that's been keeping them 
pinned down. He tumbles from his perch and falls into the 
path of an oncoming transport.

Behind them, flame from a plasma torch pierces the door and 
begins quickly cutting through it.

LUKE
They're cutting through!

Luke digs through the contents of his Trooper utility belt. A 
blaster bolt sizzles past.

Another Trooper has replaced the one Leia shot. They're 
forced back under cover again. Leia keeps firing.

From the belt, Luke pulls a length of cable with a carabineer 
attached. He loops the cable around one of the bridge 
railings, tugging on it to make sure it's solidly affixed.

LUKE
We're going down.

He grabs Leia, holding her tightly. Abruptly she kisses him 
on the cheek, surprising him.

LEIA
For luck...

Behind them, the door has nearly been breached.

Leia takes a last shot at the Trooper on the other side, 
hitting him. They step off the bridge and...

... cable reels out of the utility belt as...

... they PLUMMET until...

... coming to an abrupt halt just a couple of meters above 
the continuous stream of transports.

Above, the doorway has been cut through and falls forward.

As a transport passes directly beneath, Luke releases Leia 
and she drops safely onto its roof.

Two Troopers are through the door above as...
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... Luke ignites his Lightsaber cuts the cable, falling onto 
a second vehicle.

The Troopers on the bridge fire, but both Luke and Leia are 
too far away, safe on top of their fast-moving transports.

INT. DEATH STAR - DOCKING BAY CARGO TUNNEL

Kenobie walks confidently, his inactive Lightsaber is in his 
hand. He turns a corner and comes to a halt.

Vader blocks the path that leads straight to the docking bay. 
Kenobie is not the least bit surprised to see him.

VADER
When you left me I was merely a 
Learner.

Vader's Lightsaber ignites.

VADER (CONT'D)
Now I am a Master.

He leaps at Kenobie. The old man is fast, his Saber comes 
alive, and Vader's blade slams into his with a shower of 
energetic sparks. The Sabers slide slowly against each other.

KENOBIE
Only a master of darkness, Sith.

Kenobie pushes, and Vader stumbles backward.

INT. DEATH STAR - DOCKING BAY

Solo and Chewie are crouched behind a pile of crates next to 
the docking bay side-entrance. Solo peaks at the Troopers who 
are guarding the Falcon.

SOLO
Didn't we just leave this party?

Chewie grunts as Luke and Leia arrive.

SOLO
You're late.

LEIA
We ran into some friends.

LUKE
Is the ship all right?
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SOLO
Seems OK, if we can get to it.

INT. DEATH STAR - DOCKING BAY CARGO TUNNEL

Kenobie wields his Lightsaber with grace and power. He...

... STRIKES hard but Vader...

... DEFLECTS the blow, turning Kenobie's blade and...

... SLASHING low. Kenobie twists and...

... PARRIES Vader's swing. Vader pulls back.

KENOBIE
You can't win, Vader. If you strike 
me down I will become more powerful 
than you can imagine.

He attacks at blinding speed but Vader...

... BLOCKS his blade, locking them together. Vader pushes 
Kenobie backward as the Sabers spark against each other.

VADER
Your powers are weak, old man.

Vader shoves harshly, sending Kenobie reeling, then...

... SLAMS his sword into Kenobie's, pushing him back even 
further. Kenobie recovers as Vader...

... LUNGES at him. But Kenobie knocks Vader's blade aside. 
Both Sabers gouge glowing slashes into the corridor wall.

They've gotten close enough to the docking bay that the 
Stormtroopers within now become aware of the battle.

Kenobie and Vader disengage, circling, looking for weakness.

The Troopers in the docking bay jog towards the fight.

INT. DEATH STAR - DOCKING BAY

Luke and the others watch as the Troopers abandon their 
positions. The pathway to the Falcon is suddenly clear.

LEIA
(confused)

They're leaving?
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SOLO
Works for me.

He starts jogging towards the ship. The rest follow.

Luke slows to a stop as he realizes that Kenobie is the 
distraction. The Troopers come to a stop well short of the 
fight itself, uncertain about what to do as Vader and Kenobie 
exchange more blows, then once again separate.

LUKE
Ben?

Leia notices Luke has stopped and then catches sight of Vader 
and Kenobie. Solo realizes that neither Luke nor Leia are 
beside him as Chewie swings through the open hatch

INT. DEATH STAR - DOCKING BAY CORRIDOR

Kenobie catches sight of Luke and the others. He smiles, and 
then becomes serene as he raises his Saber upright, leaving 
himself open for Vader's ...

... KILLING BLOW. The dark lord's blade cuts through Kenobie 
from top to bottom, but...

... KENOBIE HAS VANISHED.

His clothes fall to the floor, the body gone without a trace.

INT. DEATH STAR - DOCKING BAY

Luke's face becomes a mask of disbelief. He screams...

LUKE
Ben!

... and starts firing wildly...

... alerting the Troopers, who turn and open fire.

Solo and Leia fire as they race for the Falcon, but Luke 
stands his ground. Leia fears for his life.

LEIA
Luke!

In the background, Vader now strides towards the docking bay.

SOLO
Blast the door, kid!

Luke shoots and...
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... the door controls EXPLODE.

The massive blast doors shut, cutting off Vader.

Luke continues to take down Troopers, blind with rage.

KENOBIE'S VOICE (O.S.)
Run, Luke! Run now!

Luke stops shooting, looks around in confusion, then does as 
he's told and dashes to the Falcon's hatch. Everyone is in.

INT. MILLENNIUM FALCON - LOUNGE

Solo rushes towards the cockpit as the hatch shuts. Threepio 
and Artoo are aboard and make way for Luke and Leia.

INT. MILLENNIUM FALCON - COCKPIT

Chewie is at his station, frantically working the controls as 
Solo leaps into the pilot seat and starts throwing switches. 
Chewie grunts at Solo, concerned.

SOLO
If he didn't then this is gonna be 
a real short ride.

He grasps the controls and...

INT. DEATH STAR - DOCKING BAY

With nimble grace, the Falcon rises from the floor of the bay 
and swings around, accelerating rapidly.

INT. MILLENNIUM FALCON - LOUNGE

The ship rocks as Leia heads for the cockpit.

EXT. DEATH STAR

The Falcon zooms away from the battle station, evading 
massive blaster bolts from the Death Star's turrets.

INT. MILLENNIUM FALCON - COCKPIT

Leia is in the doorway.

LEIA
They're firing at us!

SOLO
Take it easy. We're too small for 
the turrets to track.
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The proximity ALARM sounds. Chewie grunts urgently.

LEIA
What's that?

SOLO
Patrol ships, coming up fast.

LEIA
How many?

SOLO
Too many.

LEIA
Does this scrap heap have any guns?

INT. MILLENNIUM FALCON - LOUNGE

Luke is sitting, staring at his Lightsaber.

LUKE
(to himself)

Why Ben? Why?

Leia enters in a hurry.

LEIA
(to Luke)

We're not out of the fire yet! This 
way!

She reaches a ladder and begins to climb up. Luke follows, 
climbing in the other direction.

INT. MILLENNIUM FALCON - LEIA'S GUN PORT

The gun ports, two hemispheres on the Falcon's roof and 
belly, are linked to multi-barrel Gatling blasters. Leia 
settles into her control seat with an easy familiarity, 
switching on the holographic targeting HUD.

INT. MILLENNIUM FALCON - LUKE'S GUN PORT

Luke straps into his own seat. He tests the joystick. The 
seat rotates with the cannon. It takes him a moment to figure 
out the HUD, but he manages.

INT. MILLENNIUM FALCON - LEIA'S GUN PORT

Leia rolls her cannon, getting a feel for the weapon. In the 
distance, massive blaster bolts streak across her view. She 
glances over her shoulder, checking on Luke.
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LEIA
(yelling)

You ready for this?

INT. MILLENNIUM FALCON - LUKE'S GUN PORT

Luke's getting the hang of the cannon quickly. On his HUD, 
the enemy fighters are closing in.

LUKE
(to Leia)

I'm on it.

INT. MILLENNIUM FALCON - COCKPIT

Solo and Chewy are completely occupied as they evade the 
Death Star's cannons.

SOLO
Here they come!

Through the window, a pair of TIE Fighters veer away as...

EXT. SPACE

The Falcon barrels straight between the two oncoming ships.

To the rear, a half dozen more TIEs close on the Falcon.

INT. TIE COCKPIT

The pilot's helmet is sleeker than a Stormtrooper's. He pulls 
hard on his controls.

Through the window, the Falcon comes into view and...

EXT. SPACE

A blaze of blaster fire erupts from the fighter's guns. The 
fighter overflies the Falcon, laying down a barrage of shots.

INT. MILLENNIUM FALCON - LUKE/LEIA GUN PORTS

A fighter streaks past Luke, who struggles to track it. His 
shots miss...

... as do Leia's, but only by a fraction and as she swings 
around seeking another target...

... so does Luke. This time his aim is more accurate.
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EXT. SPACE

Bolts from the Falcon's guns barely miss the TIE Fighter.

INT. MILLENNIUM FALCON - COCKPIT

Chewie makes a suggestion. Solo doesn't like it.

SOLO
Head for the asteroids? Do you 
think I'm crazy?

EXT. SPACE

Another fighter starts its run, cutting past the top of the 
ship and coming into range of Leia's cannon.

INT. MILLENNIUM FALCON - LUKE/LEIA GUN PORTS

She's got it. Her bolts hit the fighter squarely and...

EXT. SPACE

The TIE Fighter EXPLODES.

More TIE Fighters wheel through space, closing in and firing.

INT. MILLENNIUM FALCON - LUKE/LEIA GUN PORTS

Luke is swinging his gun wildly.

LUKE
They're coming in too fast!

Not for Leia. She nails a second TIE as it makes a close 
pass. The explosion rocks the entire ship violently and...

INT. MILLENNIUM FALCON - LOUNGE

... Threepio stumbles, knocking Artoo across the lounge.

THREEPIO
This is why I hate space travel.

INT. TIE COCKPIT

Through the window, lining up on the Falcon. The guns fire 
and there's a small explosion as some armor blows away.

EXT. SPACE

The enemy pilot's success is short lived as it crosses the 
upper hull and flies into...
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INT. MILLENNIUM FALCON - LUKE/LEIA GUN PORTS

... Luke's cannon fire. It vaporizes. Luke whoops.

LUKE
I got one!

LEIA
Great!

(to herself)
Don't get cocky.

INT. MILLENNIUM FALCON - COCKPIT

Red lights are popping on everywhere. Chewie grunts in alarm.

SOLO
She'll hold together!

(under his breath)
Hear me, baby? Hold on. Just a 
little longer.

EXT. SPACE

A TIE Fighter closes in but...

INT. MILLENNIUM FALCON - LUKE/LEIA GUN PORTS

... Luke takes it out before it can open fire.

Leia shoots another fighter, blasting off its wing and...

EXT. SPACE

The damaged fighter careens wildly out of control, straight 
into...

... another TIE ship. Both vessels blow apart.

INT. MILLENNIUM FALCON - LUKE/LEIA GUN PORTS

Guns blazing, Luke and Leia continue to shoot.

INT. MILLENNIUM FALCON - COCKPIT

The hyperdrive-ready ALARM sounds.

SOLO
Go!

He throttles up the drive and...
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EXT. SPACE

The Falcon vanishes into hyperspace, leaving the remaining 
TIE Fighters behind.

INT. DEATH STAR - VADER'S CHAMBER

Vader enters the chamber, striding up to the pedestal and 
kneeling. The Emperor's Hologram materializes.

EMPEROR
Have you succeeded?

VADER
Kenobie is no more. The other Rebel 
agents have jumped away, Master.

EMPEROR
And the homing beacon?

VADER
We are receiving its transmissions.

EMPEROR
Excellent. You have done well, 
Apprentice.

EXT. HYPERSPACE - MILLENNIUM FALCON

The Falcon races along.

INT. MILLENNIUM FALCON - COCKPIT

Chewie is just leaving as Luke and Leia enter.

SOLO
-- and Chewie? See if you can 
reroute the aft stabilizer while 
you're at it.

Luke sits at Chewie's post while Leia remains standing.

SOLO
Congratulations. We're alive.

LEIA
They let us go. We got away too 
easily.

LUKE
Easy? You call that easy?
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LEIA
They're tracking us.

SOLO
Not this ship.

LEIA
At least we have Artoo.

LUKE
Why is he so important? What's he 
carrying?

LEIA
The technical readouts of that 
battle station. They're the only 
hope the Rebellion has of defeating 
it. The fight's not over yet.

SOLO
It is for me. I'm not in this for 
your revolution. I expect to be 
well paid.

This surprises Leia.

LEIA
After everything that's happened? 
That station destroyed my entire 
world. It has to be stopped!

LUKE
You know she's right.

SOLO
Not my problem.

LEIA
(furious)

If money is all you want, you can 
have it, mercenary. Just get me to 
Yavin.

SOLO
Works for me.

Leia turns away angrily and exits.

LUKE
Hey...

He starts to rise.
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SOLO
Don't bother kid, she's out of your 
league.

LUKE
And yours. Besides, it's not like 
that.

SOLO
If you say so.

LUKE
She's a friend.

SOLO
That all?

Solo smiles - riling up Luke is fun.

LUKE
Look, just forget it.

SOLO
According to you, there's nothing 
to forget.

LUKE
Good.

Solo frowns, puzzled.

SOLO
You know what? I think I'm starting 
to like you, kid.

WIPE TO:

EXT. SPACE - YAVIN

A burst of light as the Falcon exits hyperspace near a 
gigantic gas planet. The ship streaks past, turning towards 
one of the tiny moons that orbits it.

INT. MILLENNIUM FALCON - COCKPIT

Chewie is at his post. Luke is hanging out in the entrance.

LUKE
So that's it? You'll get your 
reward and leave?
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SOLO
I've got debts that need to be 
settled.

LUKE
But the Empire --

SOLO
I'm not stupid enough to go up 
against them.

LUKE
Someone has to.

SOLO
And that's you?

Solo sighs, exasperated.

SOLO (CONT'D)
Look, kid, why don't you come with 
me? You're pretty good in a fight. 
I could use you.

LUKE
Come on! You've seen what they'll 
be up against. They need every 
pilot they can find. You could make 
a difference! Instead, you're 
running away.

SOLO
Attacking that thing isn't my idea 
of courage, kid. It's suicide.

Luke struggles to find a retort.

SOLO
(annoyed)

Go strap yourself it. We're coming 
up on atmosphere.

Luke exits. Chewie watches him go, then turns to Solo and 
grunts angrily.

SOLO
(uncertain)

Shut up. I know what I'm doing.

Chewie grunts and turns back to his controls.
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EXT. YAVIN - DAY

The Falcon glides across the sky, close to the treetops of 
the verdant moon. Two X-wing fighters come alongside, 
escorting the ship.

The trees come to an end and reveal...

EXT. YAVIN - REBEL BASE - DAY

... an enormous landing field packed with spaceships. The 
Falcon glides past huge transports, passes above dozens of 
star fighters and busy flight crews.

The ship nears a cluster of structures at the edge of the 
field. Newer ones are nestled amongst titanic ancient ruins.

The Falcon's gear extends as the ship gently settles to the 
ground, barely a dozen meters away from a welcoming party of 
REBEL OFFICERS. General WILLARD, sixties, is at the head of 
the group as they walk towards the Falcon's main hatch.

The hatch opens, and Leia is first off the ship. Willard 
greets her with fatherly concern.

WILLARD
I'm glad you made it. When we hears 
about Alderaan...

LEIA
There's no time. I'm certain we've 
been tracked here. The Death Star 
plans are stored in my droid.

She lays a hand on Artoo, who has drifted up next to her.

LEIA (CONT'D)
We need to use them now if we're 
going to devise a strategy.

WILLARD
How long do we have.

LEIA
Hours at most, probably less.

EXT. SPACE - YAVIN

The gas giant hangs in the distance. A blinding flash as the 
Death Star emerges from hyperspace. Huge engines ignite, 
driving it towards the planet.
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INT. DEATH STAR - COMMAND PLATFORM

Tosh addresses Vader on the command pedestal.

TOSH
The signal is coming from Yavin, on 
the far side of the gas giant.

He presses a button and a hologram appears showing the 
positions of the gas giant, Yavin, and Death Star. Yavin is 
clearly eclipsed - the shaded area is shrinking slowly.

VADER
Begin priming the cannon as soon as 
we reach minimum range.

TOSH
Yes, Lord Vader.

EXT. YAVIN BASE - DAY

A SIREN whoops. Rebel forces are hard at work, preparing for 
the upcoming battle.

A crew attaches a heavy torpedo to a rack beneath a fighter. 
All of the small ships have prominent splashes of custom 
artwork, giving each one a unique appearance.

An airfield transport screeches to a halt and a flight crew 
leaps off, running towards a ship that needs to be prepared. 
The little vehicle speeds away.

Pilots jog towards the command center's entrance, nearly 
bumping to each other in their haste to enter.

INT. REBEL COMMAND CENTER - OPS - DAY

The command center is abuzz. REBEL OFFICERS move purposefully 
around the room. FLIGHT CONTROLLERS sit at a bank of 
consoles. A hologram at the room's center displays the same 
data as the one on the Death Star, though visually distinct.

Leia rushes into the room, heading straight for Willard, who 
is standing next to RED LEADER, forties, strong jawed and 
serious. In front of them is a hologram of the Death Star, 
emitted from a pedestal that Artoo is connected to. Four 
bright lines intersect the center of the stations power core.

WILLARD
(to Red Leader)

Go and brief your pilots.
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RED LEADER
Yes, sir!

He salutes sharply and leaves as Leia reaches Willard's side.

LEIA
Where is it?

WILLARD
It came out of hyperspace on the 
far side of the planet.

LEIA
That will buy us some time.

WILLARD
Not enough to finish evacuating. 
The good news is that we've found 
something. Take a look.

INT. COMMAND CENTER - BRIEFING ROOM

Thirty-two PILOTS are seated in the auditorium-style room, 
along with a number of droids that are similar to Artoo. The 
pilots are an equal split of men and women.

Luke is seated near the front of the room wearing a flight 
suit. Artoo's sibling ARFOR is floating next to him.

Several other pilots stand out in the crowd - PORKINS, FRAX, 
ASH, TYREE, and BOMAA. They watch the proceedings closely.

Red Leader is at the podium at the front of the room. Behind 
him, a large hologram of the Death Star rotates slowly.

RED LEADER
As expected, the main defenses are 
designed to repel a large scale 
assault. The primary turrets won't 
be able to lock onto individual 
fighters as long as you stay fast 
and close to the surface.

One of the pilots, GOLD LEADER, fifties, a hard-as-nails 
veteran, leans forward.

GOLD LEADER
A snub-fighter doesn't pose any 
threat to a thing that size.

There's a murmur of agreement from many of the pilots.
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RED LEADER
Given different circumstances I'd 
agree. But thanks to the plans 
General Organa recovered we've 
found a flaw in the station's 
armor.

This news is greeted with a positive response. The hologram 
behind Red Leader enlarges, focusing on the station's power 
core. Four familiar lines pulse brightly, all leading to the 
highlighted center of the spherical section.

RED LEADER
The main generators vent heat 
through these four shafts. Each one 
leads directly to the core.

The view enlarges, focusing on the entrance to one of the 
shafts, which is located under large structures.

RED LEADER
Unfortunately, there's no direct 
line of fire to the shaft entrance.

On the hologram, the view rapidly shifts to a new position. 
As Red Leader continues, the hologram keeps pace with him, 
illustrating the plan of attack.

RED LEADER
The safest approach is between 
these conduits. The nearby turrets 
have no line of fire so you'll be 
able to throttle back enough to 
drop an FOF torpedo straight into 
the shaft when you reach it.

A pilot motions for attention. This is WEDGE, twenties, a 
hotshot. He's sitting next to Luke.

WEDGE
How big is the target area?

RED LEADER
The shaft entrance is only fifteen 
meters wide. That means you'll have 
to reduce speed to the absolute 
minimum for successful deployment.

The pilots react badly to this news, words like "impossible" 
and "insane" drift through the room.
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GOLD LEADER
What about enemy fighters? We'll be 
sitting ducks down there.

RED LEADER
Red and blue squadrons will provide 
cover for the bombers, but we're 
equipping as many ships as possible 
with torpedoes. If anyone gets the 
opportunity, take the shot.

The pilots mutter darkly to themselves.

WEDGE
This is crazy.

Arfor turns nervously to Luke, beeping. Luke pats the droid.

LUKE
Don't worry, we'll do fine.

RED LEADER
Are there any further questions?

The room settles.

RED LEADER
Good. Get to your fighters, and may 
the Force be with you!

The pilots rise.

EXT. DEATH STAR

The immense station heads inexorably towards its destination.

INT. DEATH STAR - COMMAND PLATFORM

On the hologram, the zone of safety that Yavin lies within 
has shrunken visibly. Tosh and Vader observe the progress.

TOSH
We will be able to fire within less 
than an hour, Lord Vader.

VADER
The entire Rebellion will soon join 
Kenobie. Our victory will be 
complete.

EXT. YAVIN - REBEL BASE - DAY

Pilots are racing towards their ships.
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Solo is pushing a heavy cart towards the Falcon's hatch. 
Chewie is doing repairs. Luke comes up to Solo with Arfor.

LUKE
(to Arfor)

Go on. I'll catch up.

The drone beeps and speeds off. Luke is hesitant.

LUKE
I guess... This is goodbye. Are you 
sure you won't change your mind?

SOLO
What good is a reward if you aren't 
around to spend it?

LUKE
Right... Take care of yourself. I 
guess that's what you're good at.

That stings Solo. As Luke starts to turn away, Solo grasps 
his shoulder, his expression sincere.

SOLO
Take care, kid. And... May the 
force be with you.

Luke pulls away angrily, not even sparing the mercenary a 
backward glance. Solo watches him go with uncertainty.

Luke is jogging towards his fighter when he spots...

... Leia, wearing a flight suit. Artoo is lowering himself 
into his "copilot" position in her X-wing fighter.

LUKE
You're coming with us? I thought --

LEIA
We don't have enough pilots as it 
is, and I'm one of the best.

LUKE
But the risk --

LEIA
-- is what I signed up for.

Luke hesitates and then hugs her warmly, giving her a peck on 
the cheek. Leia is a little startled.
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LUKE
For luck. Take good care of Artoo. 
We've been through a lot together.

LEIA
I will.

As Leia slips on her helmet, Luke is surprised to see that is 
has a blue stripe with white stars across both sides.

LUKE
And watch your back, Blue Leader.

LEIA
You too, Red Five.

Luke jogs off towards his own nearby fighter.

Across the field everyone is scrambling to finish preparing 
fighters. Technicians pull heavy power cables from X-wings.

A torpedo is loaded onto the belly of a T-wing.

As a pilot gives the thumbs up to the ground crew, the 
boarding ladder is pulled away from his ship.

Luke arrives at his own battle-scarred X-wing. A GROUND TECH 
is doing a final inspection on the attached Torpedo beneath.

GROUND TECH
Keep an eye on the top starboard 
engine. It runs hot. And you may 
have to give the maneuvering jets 
an extra kick. Sorry she isn't in 
better shape, Sir.

Luke pats the side of the fighter affectionately.

LUKE
She'll do just fine.

(to Arfor)
You all set Arfor?

The droid beeps affirmatively as Luke climbs into the cockpit 
and the Ground Tech pulls his boarding ladder away.

INT. YAVIN - X-WING - LEIA - DAY

Her canopy closes. She throttles up the engine and...

EXT. YAVIN - REBEL BASE - DAY

Leia's fighter begins to rise smoothly upwards.
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INT. YAVIN - X-WING - LUKE - DAY

Luke throttles up and the ship begins to rise, tilting and 
rolling. He quickly flicks switches and the ride evens out. 
Arfor beeps encouragingly.

KENOBIE'S VOICE
The force will be with you.

Luke looks around, taps his helmet - must be hearing things.

EXT. YAVIN - REBEL BASE - DAY

Throughout the length of the field, all the fighters rise. 
Those remaining behind, the ground crews and soldiers...

... ROAR WITH ENTHUSIASM. The crowd goes wild.

INT. COMMAND CENTER - OPS - DAY

The central hologram shows the Death Star creeping towards 
Yavin. The atmosphere is tense. Willard stands at the head of 
the room wearing a headset. He changes the hologram's view, 
now isolating just the fighters and station.

WILLARD
All wings. The death star will 
clear the planet in thirty minutes.

INT. LUKE'S X-WING

The radio crackles.

WILLARD (O.S.)
Repeat. Thirty minutes.

Luke nods to himself, ready.

EXT. SPACE - REBELS

The fighters have left Yavin far behind. The gas giant hangs 
in the background. Red wing consists of fifteen ships. Blue 
wing has ten. Gold wing, the bombers, has nine.

Ahead of them, the Death Star is visible, growing rapidly.

INT. X-WING - LEIA

She's all business.

LEIA
All wings, status.
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INTERCUT COCKPIT INTERIORS

RED LEADER
Red leader good to go.

PORKINS
Blue six good to go.

BIGGS
Red three good to go.

FRAX
Blue nine good to go.

ASH
Gold eight standing by.

WEDGE
Red two good to go.

TYREE
Gold three standing by.

BOMAA
Blue seven good to go.

GOLD LEADER
Gold leader standing by.

LUKE
Red five good to go.

CUT TO:

INT. DEATH STAR - COMMAND PLATFORM

Tosh is agitated.

TOSH
At least thirty ships are inbound. 
They're all single-man fighters.

VADER
Interesting. Open fire as soon as 
they come within in range.

EXT. SPACE

The Rebel force flies towards the Death Star.

INT. X-WING - LEIA

She works her controls.
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LEIA
Blue and red groups, reduce thrust 
and configure for maneuvering. Gold 
group, stay to the rear.

EXT. SPACE

The X-wings reveal the source of their name as single 
horizontal wings split and lock into their alternate mode.

INT. X-WING - LEIA

The ship begins to vibrate.

LEIA
Heads up. We're passing --

INT. X-WING - LUKE

His ship starts vibrating.

LEIA (O.S.)
-- through the magnetic shields.

INT. X-WING - BIGGS

His ship is bucking severely.

LEIA (O.S.)
Throttle back.

Biggs pulls back on the throttle and the vibrations lessen.

INT. X-WING - WEDGE

The ship vibrates mildly, and then is suddenly stable.

WEDGE
Look at the size of that thing.

LEIA (O.S.)
Cut the chatter red two.

EXT. DEATH STAR - ORBIT

The fighters are dwarfed by the monstrous station.

INT. X-WING - LEIA

LEIA
We're through. Accelerate back to 
attack speed.
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INT. T-WING - GOLD LEADER

He flips a switch and his targeting HUD activates.

GOLD LEADER
Blue leader, this is gold leader.

LEIA (O.S.)
Copy gold leader.

GOLD LEADER
Ready to start our run.

INT. X-WING - LEIA

She makes a visual check.

WILLARD (O.S.)
Death star will be in range in 
twenty minutes.

LEIA
We're in position. Blue three 
through six, cut across the axis 
and try to draw their fire. Red 
wing, protect the remaining 
bombers. The rest of blue wing with 
me. Let's clear the way!

EXT. DEATH STAR - ORBIT

Four X-wings peel away from the formation. Another six X-
wings and three T-wings dive towards the tip of the cannon.

INT. DEATH STAR - TURRET

As SIRENS blare, a team of GUNNERS man the turret's weapons.

EXT. DEATH STAR - AXIS

Enormous ball turrets begin firing at the Rebel fighters...

... but the X-wings move too fast, screaming across just 
meters above the surface. The lead X-wing fires...

... and the turret directly ahead cracks apart.

Another turret fires...

... and misses the nimble fighters.
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EXT. DEATH STAR - TRENCH ENTRANCE

Leia's group opens fire on the ground ahead, blasting 
everything in sight. The T-wings trail behind.

This initial stretch is wide, with lots of room to maneuver. 
The Rebels stick as close to the ground as possible.

Blaster bolts suddenly begin to rain down from a defense 
platform in the Death Stars' arm directly above.

INT. DEATH STAR - COMMAND PLATFORM

A hologram tracks the fast moving Rebel fighters.

TOSH
The total count is thirty-four 
rebel ships.

VADER
A trivial gesture of resistance.

INT. X-WING - LEIA

Maneuvering as blaster bolts drop like meteors.

WILLARD (O.S.)
Death star will be in range in 
eighteen minutes.

GOLD LEADER (O.S.)
We're still taking fire!

LEIA
Copy. Red leader, split your wing. 
Target that defense platform!

INT. X-WING - RED LEADER

RED LEADER
Copy. Red two through eight with 
me. The rest of you stay here.

EXT. DEATH STAR - ORBIT

Eight more X-wings peel away, leaving behind seven along with 
the six remaining T-wings.

The fighters head towards the source of the blaster fire 
being directed at the main attack force - a defense platform.
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INT. X-WING - RED LEADER

BIGGS (O.S.)
Heavy fire from the cluster at 
eight mark five.

RED LEADER
Copy. I see it. Designated primary.

INT. X-WING - LUKE

He pushes his ship into a sharp dive.

LUKE
Red five going in.

EXT. DEATH STAR - DEFENSE PLATFORM

Luke's X-wing screams towards the surface, leveling off at 
the last instant.

The targeted turrets are firing straight down, aiming at the 
ships in the trench.

Luke's fighter closes range, fires and...

... THE NEAREST TURRET EXPLODES.

His X-wing passes straight through the fireball and ...

... ROCKETS out the other side.

INT. X-WING - RED LEADER

RED LEADER
Red five! Status!

LUKE (O.S.)
I'm all right.

INT. X-WING - LUKE

He glances back, relieved, as the fireball recedes.

LUKE
I just got a little cooked.

An alarm BEEPS.

LUKE
Arfor, see if you can cool down 
that engine!
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BIGGS (O.S.)
I've got your tail, red five.

EXT. X-WING - LUKE

Arfor extends a tool and gets to work.

INT. X-WING - RED LEADER

RED LEADER
Red five, fall back. Red three, 
form up on me.

INT. DEATH STAR - COMMAND PLATFORM

A hologram simulates the attack. Tosh is nervous.

TOSH
They're too fast for the turrets to 
track, and analysis suggests we may 
be vulnerable to their strategy.

VADER
Impressive. We'll have to destroy 
them ship to ship.

Vader heads towards the exit.

VADER
Ready my fighter. And Admiral, you 
may fire the main cannon as soon as 
the rebel base is within range.

EXT. DEATH STAR - DEFENSE PLATFORM

Another turret explodes.

Two X-wings close in on the main cluster of turrets, pouring 
blaster bolts into them until...

... the entire cluster blows sky high, but the explosion 
engulfs both X-wings and...

... two fireballs exit where the ships should have been.

INT. X-WING - LUKE

The distant explosion comes into view as he completes a turn.

RED LEADER (O.S.)
Red seven and eight are down.
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LEIA (O.S.)
Copy.

EXT. DEATH STAR - WIDE TRENCH

The bolts from above have been greatly lessened, but they're 
still coming, and the trench is getting narrower. A blaster 
bolt clips the leading X-wing, showering sparks.

INT. X-WING - LEIA

Ahead of her, the damaged X-wing barely avoids crashing. Leia 
glances up at the source of the shots.

LEIA
Blue wing, new orders. The defense 
platform is now primary.

She pulls back hard.

EXT. DEATH STAR - WIDE TRENCH

Leia and the rest of the escort pull up and...

... dodge incoming fire as they...

... head towards the defense platform above.

INT. DEATH STAR - TIE LAUNCH BAY

Four TIE Fighters shoot out of the bay as four more move 
towards launch position.

EXT. DEATH STAR - ABOVE DEFENSE PLATFORM

As Leia's wing closes in on the platform, the fire from the 
turrets drops off and then ceases completely.

INT. X-WING - LEIA

She looks around. Nothing.

PORKINS (O.S.)
The guns have stopped firing!

LEIA
Switch primary! Escort and defense 
on the bombers. Enemy fighters are 
on the way in.

She pulls back hard, turning the ship around.
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RED LEADER (O.S.)
Four hostiles at six mark fourteen, 
closing on our bombers.

EXT. DEATH STAR - NARROW TRENCH

There's very little room left to maneuver. Four TIE Fighters 
scream down the trench in pursuit of the T-wings.

INT. T-WING - GOLD LEADER

He looks over his shoulder.

GOLD LEADER
Stay on target. Watch your rear.

The HUD flashes and there is a loud CHIME followed by a 
series of beeps at increasingly shorter intervals.

GOLD LEADER
I have a lock on the shaft 
entrance. Throttling back.

GOLD TWO (O.S)
Four hostiles closing.

EXT. DEATH STAR - EXHAUST PORT COMPLEX

The trench has gotten really tight and now obstacles overhang 
it. The only way left is forward as enemy fighters close in.

INT. T-WING - GOLD LEADER

He's calm.

GOLD LEADER
Hold them off. Just a few seconds.

EXT. DEATH STAR - EXHAUST PORT COMPLEX

The lead TIE Fighters fire and...

... the trailing T-wing EXPLODES.

INT. T-WING - TYREE

He tries to avoid the blaster bolts, panicking.

TYREE
They're right on top --

His cockpit dissolves in fire.
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INT. T-WING - GOLD LEADER

The speed of the BEEPING increases as he tries to evade the 
incoming barrage.

GOLD LEADER
This is gold leader. Lost Tyree. 
Lost Hutch. They came --

Blaster fire hits the ship and...

EXT. DEATH STAR - EXHAUST PORT COMPLEX

... slices away one of Gold Leader's engines. The ship 
tumbles...

GOLD LEADER (O.S.)
-- from behind!

... and then it explodes.

INT. X-WING - LEIA

She's close enough to see Gold Leader die. The TIE Fighters 
break away from the trench and head towards her.

She maneuvers.

EXT. DEATH STAR - ABOVE EXHAUST PORT COMPLEX

The TIE Fighters shoot right past Leia's X-wing ...

... firing into a Rebel ship further back in the pack...

... which explodes.

The more distant X-wings maneuver, firing, and...

... one of the TIE Fighters is destroyed...

... then another.

INT. X-WING - PORKINS

He lines up a target and pulls the trigger.

EXT. DEATH STAR - ABOVE EXHAUST PORT COMPLEX

Porkins' X-wing spits blaster bolts...

... and a third enemy fighter is obliterated.
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The remaining TIE dodges, but shots from two Rebel ships 
converge on it, erasing it from the sky.

INT. X-WING - RED LEADER

The exploding ships are tiny flashes in the distance.

RED LEADER
Four more targets, coming my way.

LEIA (O.S.)
Copy. Draw them off.

INT. DEATH STAR - TIE LAUNCH BAY

More fighters launch. One is larger, more menacing than the 
others - Vader's

INT. VADER'S TIE FIGHTER

Inside, it's identical to all the other TIE Fighters.

VADER
Follow my lead.

IMPERIAL PILOT (O.S.)
Confirmed.

EXT. DEATH STAR - FAR FROM THE BATTLE

Vader's fighter group heads towards the Rebels.

INT. X-WING - LEIA

Enemy ships are on her, firing. The X-wing bucks beneath her.

LEIA
I've lost my wing-man and there are 
two on our tail!

LUKE (O.S.)
I'm on it!

The X-wing next to her explodes.

EXT. DEATH STAR - ABOVE EXHAUST PORT COMPLEX

Leia's X-wing dodges the enemies, trying to shake them. It 
looks hopeless until...

... blaster bolts rip through the first enemy...

... and then the second as both TIE Fighters...
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... ARE BLOWN TO BITS. Luke's X-wing swings in from the rear.

INT. X-WING - LEIA

Relieved.

LEIA
Thanks Luke.

LUKE (O.S.)
I've got your back.

WILLARD (O.S.)
Death star will be in range in 
twelve minutes.

GOLD FOUR (O.S.)
Hostiles! Closing in.

LEIA
Copy. Gold four through six and 
escorts, start your run now.

EXT. DEATH STAR - ORBIT

Three of the T-wings and all the X-wing escorts dive towards 
the trench.

INT. X-WING - LUKE

Leia's X-wing maneuvers. Luke holds position.

LEIA (O.S)
Everyone else, rendezvous at my 
position. Red leader, you still 
there?

RED LEADER (O.S.)
Talking heavy fire!

INT. X-WING - WEDGE

He pulls hard on the controls, swinging around.

WEDGE
Hang on, I'll be right there!

There's a loud CRACKLE from the radio.

RED LEADER (O.S.)
Negative! I'm hit!
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INT. X-WING - RED LEADER

Smoke is filling the cockpit.

RED LEADER
I've lost my engines. Red four and 
six are both down.

The surface of the Death Star is dead ahead - a wall of 
metal, but he's calm in the face of death.

RED LEADER
Sorry. You'll have to finish this 
without me.

He shuts his eyes.

EXT. DEATH STAR - DEFENSE PLATFORM

Red Leader's X-wing slams into the ground, disintegrating.

INT. X-WING - LEIA

A flash of remorse, but her face hardens.

LEIA
Red leader is down. Gold four, 
status!

GOLD FOUR (O.S.)
Moving into position.

EXT. DEATH STAR - TRENCH ENTRANCE

The group of three T-wings, with their seven-ship escort, are 
just entering the trench as...

... blasters rip through two of the X-wings. They tumble away 
spewing debris, leaving a hole through which...

... Vader and his three accompanying TIE Fighters fire...

... destroying the rear-most T-wing.

The remaining Rebel X-wings break away, barely avoiding the 
debris from the destroyed T-wing.

Vader's fighter's fire again.

Another T-wing EXPLODES.

The remaining T-wing begins pulling up...
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... and is ripped to shreds.

INT. X-WING - LEIA

She looks stricken.

RED TWELVE (O.S.)
-- only us. The rest are down. 
We'll try to draw them towards you.

RED TEN (O.S.)
Red ten taking fire --

There's a muffled BOOM on the radio and a distant flash.

Outside, the three remaining T-wings heave into view. She 
looks around.

WILLARD (O.S.)
Death star will be in range in ten 
minutes.

LEIA
Red two, three and five on me. 
Everyone else, start your run.

EXT. DEATH STAR - ORBIT

Four of the X-wings peel away.

The other five X-wings and three T-wings dive for the trench.

CUT TO:

Vader's fighters close in on the three X-wings.

INT. VADER'S TIE FIGHTER

Vader lines up his target, easily compensating for its 
evasive maneuvering. The HUD locks in the X-wing.

EXT. DEATH STAR - ORBIT

Vader's blasters fire...

... tearing apart the Rebel ship.

The two remaining X-wings split.

Vader's fighters stick with a single target, closing in.
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INT. VADER'S TIE FIGHTER

The next target swings into view.

VADER
All too easy.

He fires.

EXT. DEATH STAR - ORBIT

Vader's target explodes.

The dark lord's fighters twist towards the remaining X-wing.

The lone ship doesn't stand a chance.

The TIE Fighters open fire and ...

... destroy the X-wing just as...

... one of Vader's wing-men is blasted apart...

... by Leia and her posse, flying straight at them.

A second TIE fighter explodes.

The four X-wings overshoot Vader and his remaining wing-man.

INT. VADER'S TIE FIGHTER

Vader is unconcerned.

VADER
Ignore them. Target the main group.

IMPERIAL PILOT (O.S.)
Confirmed.

EXT. DEATH STAR - ORBIT

Vader and his wing-man dive towards the trench.

Leia's group starts turning back to pursue.

EXT. DEATH STAR - TRENCH ENTRANCE

The Rebel force dives into the trench.

INT. X-WING - PORKINS

He glances nervously over his shoulder.
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PORKINS
Loosen up the formation, and watch 
your backs.

GOLD SEVEN (O.S.)
We're going in at full speed.

EXT. DEATH STAR - WIDE TRENCH

The X-wings spread out as the T-wings leap ahead.

INT. X-WING - PORKINS

His HUD lights up, beeping urgently.

PORKINS
(alarmed)

Four hostiles coming in!

EXT. DEATH STAR - WIDE TRENCH

Blaster fire destroys the X-wing at the center of the 
formation explodes and...

... two TIE Fighters zoom through the hole they've created.

INT. X-WING - BOMAA

BOMAA
They're targeting the bombers!

EXT. DEATH STAR - WIDE TRENCH

The X-wings accelerate and maneuver into firing position 
but...

... the enemy fighters are already so far ahead that...

... when the X-wings fire...

... the shots miss completely.

The TIE Fighters close in on the T-wings...

... while the X-wings are closing on them...

... when another X-wing is vaporized by blaster fire...

... from two more TIE Fighters that are on their tail.

The three remaining X-wings try to evade shots from the enemy 
behind them, while trying to catch up with the enemy ahead. 
The trench narrows rapidly.
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INT. X-WING - PORKINS

The tracking computer almost has a target lock.

PORKINS
Come on!

EXT. DEATH STAR - NARROW TRENCH

The TIE Fighters targeting the T-wings are in range.

INT. T-WING - ASH

The HUD flashes and there is a loud CHIME followed by a 
series of beeps at increasingly shorter intervals.

Ash is locked in on the shaft entrance.

INT. TIE FIGHTER COCKPIT

The pilot pulls the trigger.

EXT. DEATH STAR - EXHAUST PORT COMPLEX

The rear most T-wing explodes...

... but the X-wings have closed in on the TIEs.

INT. T-WING - ASH

The computer continues to BEEP as the target nears.

ASH
Keep them off us!

INT. X-WING - BOMAA

His HUD flashes as he locks his target. He fires.

PORKINS (O.S.)
Watch out!

EXT. DEATH STAR - EXHAUST PORT COMPLEX

The blasters from the Bomaa's X-wing take out one of the TIEs 
ahead, but...

... Bomaa's X-wing is shredded...

... by more shots from behind.
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INT. X-WING - PORKINS

He maneuvers his fighter, trying to avoid enemy fire. He 
can't get a lock on the enemy ahead.

EXT. DEATH STAR - EXHAUST PORT COMPLEX

TIE blasters kiss the trailing T-wing, shattering it, but...

... now that TIE is under fire.

INT. X-WING - PORKINS

The targeting computer finally locks on.

EXT. DEATH STAR - EXHAUST PORT COMPLEX

The Imperial ship balloons into a fireball...

... and the T-wing is safe for the moment.

But the X-wing's aren't, blasters punch at them...

... as the remaining TIE Fighters accelerate.

INT. X-WING - PORKINS

He glances over his shoulder.

PORKINS
They're trying to get through!

FRAX (O.S.)
Hey Porkins...

INT. X-WING - FRAX

He is serene.

FRAX
We had some good times.

EXT. DEATH STAR - EXHAUST PORT COMPLEX

As the TIE Fighters try to slip past the rear X-wing...

... it pulls sharply...

... slamming into one of the enemy ships...

... and causing both to explode.

The remaining TIE zooms past Porkins' X-wing.
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INT. T-WING - ASH

The computer BEEPS are almost inseparable.

INT. X-WING - PORKINS

Porkins struggles to line up with the TIE.

The targeting computer locks in with a BEEP.

EXT. DEATH STAR - EXHAUST PORT COMPLEX

Porkins' shots tear through the last enemy ship, killing it.

INT. X-WING - PORKINS

He is relieved.

INT. T-WING - ASH

The BEEPS become a solid TONE and Ash launches his torpedo.

ASH
It's away!

EXT. DEATH STAR - SHAFT

The torpedo falls away from the T-wing, into the shaft 
entrance and...

... almost makes it before blowing up as it hits the wall of 
the shaft.

INT. X-WING - LUKE

The three X-wings in Leia's posse are visible nearby.

PORKINS (O.S.)
It's a hit! It's a hit!

ASH (O.S.)
Negative!

INT. T-WING - ASH

He is furious.

ASH
It detonated right after launch.

WILLARD (O.S.)
Death star will be in range in four 
minutes.
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INT. X-WING - PORKINS

Coming up behind the T-wing.

ASH (O.S.)
Coming around for another pass.

Porkins follows the T-wing, which suddenly EXPLODES.

INT. VADER'S TIE FIGHTER

Vader lines up on Porkins' X-wing. He fires.

INT. X-WING - PORKINS

Panicking.

PORKINS
I can't see him! I can't --

Blasters slice through the ship. It becomes burning confetti.

INT. X-WING - LUKE

He's grim but determined.

LUKE
Accelerate to maximum. That'll keep 
the fighters off our backs.

INT. X-WING - LEIA

LEIA
We'll be moving too fast! There's 
no way we can hit the target.

LUKE (O.S.)
It's the only way.

EXT. DEATH STAR - NARROW TRENCH

The X-wings accelerate.

EXT. DEATH STAR - WIDE TRENCH

Vader has already circled behind and is closing in.

INT. X-WING - WEDGE

His HUD flashes a warning.

WEDGE
Hostiles closing in!
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LEIA (O.S.)
Red two and three, try to hold them 
off.

EXT. DEATH STAR - NARROW TRENCH

The two rear-most X-wings drop back.

INT. X-WING - LEIA

The radio crackles.

WILLARD (O.S.)
Death star will be in range in two 
minutes.

INT. VADER'S TIE FIGHTER

He lines up on the first of the Rebel ships.

INT. X-WING - WEDGE

He maneuvers wildly. Blaster bolts surround the cockpit.

EXT. DEATH STAR - NARROW TRENCH

Wedge's X-wing can't dodge fast enough. Blaster bolts hammer 
into it, blowing it apart.

INT. X-WING - BIGGS

The ship bucks beneath him.

LEIA (O.S.)
We're almost there.

BIGGS
They're all over me!

EXT. DEATH STAR - NARROW TRENCH

Biggs' X-wing rolls wildly, heroically evading Vader's fire 
for an extra moment before exploding.

INT. X-WING - LEIA

Her targeting system locks onto the shaft, BEEPING very 
quickly.

LEIA
(urgent)

Luke! Throttle back! We have to 
slow down!
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LUKE
Copy.

INT. X-WING - LUKE

His targeting system is also BEEPING very quickly. He reduces 
speed and the BEEPING slows.

WILLARD (O.S.)
Death star will be in range in one 
minute.

KENOBIE'S VOICE (O.S.)
Feel the Force, Luke. Trust your 
instincts.

Luke hesitates, confused. Then he makes a decision. He 
increases speed. The BEEPING speeds up.

EXT. DEATH STAR - EXHAUST PORT COMPLEX

Luke's X-wing rapidly pulls ahead of Leia's.

INT. X-WING - LUKE

He switches off the targeting computer. It's quiet.

LEIA (O.S.)
Luke!

EXT. DEATH STAR - EXHAUST PORT COMPLEX

Vader has reached Leia. He fires.

Leia's X-wing evades, but too hard. One of her wings clips 
the trench wall, and the tip tears away. The ship loses 
stability and veers towards a wall, pulling up at the last 
second and narrowly missing an overhanging gantry. Leia's X-
wing shoots off into space, its' wings folding closed.

INT. X-WING - LEIA

She's fighting desperately, trying to fly the ship.

LEIA
My controls are shot! I can't stay 
with you!

WILLARD (O.S.)
Death star is in range! Repeat! 
Death star in range!
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EXT. DEATH STAR - ABOVE EXHAUST PORT COMPLEX

Leia's X-wing zooms away from the trench, towards space.

INT. VADER'S TIE FIGHTER

Vader is closing in on Luke.

VADER
Stay on the leader.

EXT. DEATH STAR

The main cannon begins to accumulate power.

INT. X-WING - LUKE

Blaster bolts barely miss as he veers dangerously close to 
the trench walls.

INT. VADER'S TIE FIGHTER

Vader's targeting computer can't quite lock onto Luke's ship.

VADER
The force is strong in this one.

EXT. DEATH STAR - EXHAUST PORT COMPLEX

Vader and his wing-man are right on Luke's tail. Vader 
fires...

... hitting Arfor and destroying the droid.

INT. VADER'S TIE FIGHTER

Vader's targeting computer locks.

VADER
I have you --

His ship lurches. A control panel explodes.

INT. MILLENNIUM FALCON - COCKPIT

SOLO
My turn.

EXT. DEATH STAR - TRENCH

Screaming out of the glare of the sun, the Falcon unleashes a 
volley of fire from its forward guns.
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INT. VADER'S TIE FIGHTER

He fights with the controls.

VADER
What?

IMPERIAL PILOT (O.S.)
Look out!

EXT. DEATH STAR - EXHAUST PORT COMPLEX

The Falcons' blaster bolt hits Vader's wing-man, ricocheting 
the TIE Fighter into Vader's ship and causing the dark lord's 
fighter to cartwheel out of sight as the wing-man slams into 
a wall.

INT. X-WING - LUKE

He glances to the rear.

SOLO (O.S.)
Blow this thing, kid!

EXT. DEATH STAR

The Falcon pulls away as the main cannon enters the final 
stage of the firing sequence.

INT. X-WING - LUKE

Luke exhales and fires.

EXT. DEATH STAR - SHAFT

The torpedo drops away, arcing perfectly into...

... the shaft as ...

... its engine ignites and...

... it blasts towards the center of the station.

INT. X-WING - LUKE

He pulls back hard.

EXT. DEATH STAR

Luke's X-wing speeds away from the surface, wings folding 
as...

... the main power core ERUPTS IN FIRE.

Explosions spread outward, reaching the main cannon.
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The entire outer surface of the cannon SHATTERS.

INT. DEATH STAR - COMMAND PLATFORM

From the central pedestal, Tosh can see the entire station 
starting to come apart. He stares in disbelief.

The windows explode outward.

EXT. SPACE - DEATH STAR

The Falcon and two X-wings race away from the dying station.

EXT. DEATH STAR

The energy that was contained by the main cannon is unleashed

THE SKY LIGHTS UP WITH FIRE as the Death Star is obliterated 
by its own unspeakable power.

INT. MILLENNIUM FALCON - COCKPIT

SOLO
Great shot, kid!

INT. X-WING - LEIA

She's astounded.

LEIA
One in a million...

EXT. SPACE

The three ships head towards Yavin.

WIPE TO:

EXT. YAVIN - REBEL BASE - NIGHT

Hundreds of Rebels are gathered before a massive stage. A 
glorious ANTHEM plays as...

... the crowd parts for Luke, Leia and Solo. Luke and Leia 
wear officer's threads, while Solo is in his usual getup sans 
weapons. All three are wearing identical ornate sashes, but 
while Luke and Solo's are barren, Leia's is festooned with 
decorations. They walk towards the stage as the audience 
forms a perfect corridor.

On the stage, General Willard stand next to ATTENDANTS 
holding an ornate case.
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As the trio reach the stage, Leia turns and salutes the 
audience. The entire audience returns it.

The trio ascends and stands before Willard.

Off to the side, Artoo, Threepio, and Chewie watch.

Willard attaches a gleaming medallion to each of the heros' 
sashes. Luke is beaming with pride as he returns Willard's 
salute, and both Leia and Solo smile at his enthusiasm.

The ceremony complete, the trio turn to a roar of applause 
from the audience.

WIPE TO BLACK:

THE END
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